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Reiman's 1 st trial ends in hung jury
By John Mohler

Staff Writer

VIENNA - After 10 hours of
deliberatiuns, Judge James
Wi,;!iamson declarl'd a mistrial
ed.!"ly this morning in the Dale
Reiman muder·for-t.ire triaL
Just after midnight, the
.iudge called jurors, the
defendant and :awyers into the
the courtroom and asked
foreman George Hall fur ~
verdict.
Hall said the jury is
"t.opelessly deadlocked and
ha' ~beenforeighthours."
Lawyers will meet with the
judge to determine when

Reiman will be re-tried on the
murder-lor-hire charges. The
date of the meeting has not
been set.
Defense lawyer Richard E.
White said, "I'm gratified the
jury did not see their way clear
tofmd Mr. Reiman guilty."
Reiman, assistant director
of the Physical Plant, left
smiling from the courtroom,
arm-in-arrr. will} girlfriend
Sandra Summers. Reiman was
surrounded by family and
friends
during
jury
d':!libel
lns. He was
emotionle:... and didn't appear
nervous.

The i:lry was stumped on
testimony it had
heard in the two-day trial
Johnson County Courthouse in
Vienna.
Reiman, testifying in his
behalf, said he paid Shawnee
Correctional Center inmate
David Scott Polk $750 to investigate allegations made
against Reiman in Jackson
County.
Reiman avoided saying what
the allegations were and what
he wanted Polk to investigate
because his testimony could
affect the outcome of the
jackson County trial.
CO'lU .. d"ictory

Testifrmg Tui!Sday, Polk
said Reunan paid him $750 to
arrange the kidnapping and
murder of a male student
worker. Reiman is accused in
Jackson County of kidnapping
and sexually assaulting the
same student in December
1986. The student's name is
being withheld.
Reiman said he visited Polk
on Dec. 26, 1985. Tile grand
jury ~.ad yet to hand down
maictments on the Jackson
County charges, but Carbondale police had searched
Reiman's house on a walTant
issued Dec. 11.

Reiman testified Polk told
him that Polk would be able to
find out information about the
allegations, but that "it will
cost you (Reiman)," and that
Polk would "check it out. "
On a visit with Polk Dec. 28,
Polk told Reiman he could get
the information Reiman had
requested if Reiman paid him
$750 by Dec. 29, Reiman toid
the seven-woman, five-man
jury.
Reiman said he agreed to the
deal and deposited a cashier's
check in Polk's inmate trust
See REIMAN, Page 6

Director
seeks end,
to waste
By D.na DeS..umont
.nd Phyllis Coon
Staff Writers
The future of Carbondale'S
Energy Office is on shaky
ground, but the center director

said he could save the city as
much as $500,000 if given the
chance.
The Energy Offke's bu~get
has been trimmed since 1984.

Demonstrators for peace In the Palestinian

~omeland

gathered outside the Student Center Wednesd.y.

Student rally protests Israeli actions
By Phyllis Coon
StaffWnter

About 50 student:, ~rotested
Israel's treatment of
Palestinians and the sealing
off of the West Bank and

~!za ~t~te~~ a C:~le~or$~~
nesday.
The protest marked the
anniversary of the "Day of
the Land. " On March 30, 1976,
Israel authorized the confisca tion of Palestinian land

House OKs Contra
humanitarian aid
Page 7

Rhoades names
four assistants

t

Chance of

- Sports 28

.howenI. 601.

settlers in an attempt to
avoid "Day of the Land"
riots. Violence in the past 16
weeks has resulted in the
deaths of 112 Palestinians
and one Israeli soldier.
Most of the protesters were
Palestinians. They said they
were not asking American
students to fight for
Palestine, but to take a stand
against Israeli "oppression."
"Our families are being
killed." a man who asked to

be identified only as AmiDmobamed, said. "Our homes
are being bulldozed. Our
children are being denied
school."
"We are not terrorists. We
are human beings just like
everyone," he said. "We
want to raise (the issue of)
our oppression to American
students for their support."
"It is very important to
communicate our life,"
Aminmohamed said.

Sea ENERGY, PIIRe 6

Officials call for Meese's resignation

.This :\Ioming

-

on the West Bank and Gaza
Strip. The land was given to
Israeli settlers in an attempt
to increase the Jewish
population of Israeli occupied
territories.
The day commemorates
the deaths of six Palestinians
killed while protesting over
Israeli confiscation of
Palestinian land.
Israeli soldiers Tuesday
closed the territories to
everyone except Israeli

Bob Pauls,' director of the.
office, said his position has
been cut from fuU.=time to parttime and there aren't as many
people employed at the offiCe
as before.
But Pauls' budget may be
elirninated.
The Carbondale City Council
is considering dismantling the
office.
City Manager Bill Dixon said
the city staff is researching the
office's accomplishments and
to what extent it has served the
community for its nine years
in business. The findings will
be discussed at the City
Council's April meeting.
Pauls said he wants to save
the city money by identifying,
througb computer analysis,
when and where the city
wastes energy. Energy
programs usually have an
annual savings of 10 to 50
percent, Pauls said.
"This program has always
been part of my job task."
Pauls said. "Only in the last
couple 9f years has the
program been implemented in
a more rigorous fashion. It's
nothing new, we just wanted to
institutionalize it.
"My budget of next y~r
involves solving energy

.

WASHINGTON CUPI) Attorney General Edwin
Meese, reeling from the
desertion of two top aides,
fended off stepped-up calls for
his resignation Wednesday and
declared his solicitor general
would stay on at the Justice
Department.
As bipartisan calls mounted
for Meese to step aside. the
attorney general said be had
"no doubt" that Solicitor
General Charles Fried, the No.

4 official ill the department,

would remain in office.
Tuesday night, Frierl said he
would think about staying at
the department.
In his fint extensive comments since his deputy attorney general and criminal
division chief resigned
because of his legal and ethical
entangJemf"nts, Meese vowed
he would Llot resign - "There
is no reason to."
"The Department of Justice

~

Meese
said,
and heashoped
to Gus Bod\J_
has
been
operating
usua!,"
..e.
announce replacements for
Burns and Weld "in the very
."
near future. "
Meese acknowledged that he
met Wednesday with Fried but
did so on a regular basis. He.
J
adding firmly, "I have no
doubt that Mr. Fried will
remain a strong member of the
management team."
Gus 88yS you know It's raal
when even the Republicans
See MEESE, Page 7
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Israeli army kill 4 Arabs,
shuts down news agency
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JERUSALEM (UPI> - Soldiers killed four Arabs during antiIsraeli protests Wednesday and the army shut down a
Palestinian news agency, choking the flow of information from
the sealed-off occupied West Bank and Gaza Strip on one of the
bloodiest days of the Palestinian uprising. At least another 55
people were wounded - 32 by army gunfire - as riots swept
I West Bank villages and U.N.-run refugee camps, Palestinian
; and military sources said.
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MANAGUA, Nicar~gua (UPI) - Most opposition political
parties flatly rejected Wednesday a request by Contra rebels for
U.S. funds to help in building political opp.lSition to the ruling
Sandinistas. Representatives from most opposition parties said
they would never accept aid from the United States, and many
accused the Contras of trying to increase U.S. interference in the
internal political affairs.

INF treaty sent to Senate for debate in April

9

WASHINGTON (UPI> - The Senate Budget Committee
passed a bipartisan $1.1 trillion fiscal 1989 spending plan Wednesday, seeking to meet a long-term deficit reduction schedule
by conforming to required limits on domestic and military
spending. The proposal is aimed at matching the balanced
budget law's goal of reducing the federal deficit to $136 billion in
the next fiscal year.

Bill approved to rehire air traffic controllers
WASHINGTON (UP!) - The House approved a bill Wednesday that would force the Reagan administration to rehire at
least 1,000 air traffic controllers fired nearly seven years ago,
The bill, introduced by Rep. Guy Molinari, R-N.Y., was adopted
234 to 180. It now goes to the Senate. The legislation, which
p~. ts say would make the skies safer, would mandate the
hiring of the controllers during a two-year period.
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WASHINGTON (UP!) - The historic INF treaty, the first of
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Opposition parties reject Contra fund request

Senate panel OKs spending package for 1989
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PANAMA CITY, Panama (UPI> - A nationwide opposition
strike aimed at ousting military leader Gen. Manuel Antonio
Noriega appeared to lose momentum Wednesday with the
opening of supermarkets for the first time in 10 days. But most
other stores in the capital stayed closed, European and Latin
American diplomats said Noriega was no closer to leaving
voluntarily now than he was a month ago, at the onset of
Panama's latest political crisis,
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Supermarkets open in Panama, strike slows
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volatile Persian GuH. The brief battle left two Kuwaiti soldiers
wounded, the Kuwaiti Defense Ministry said. The attack was
likely to draw Kuwait even closer to Iraq, which has been at war
with Iran since September 1980.
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MANAMA, Bahrain (UPI) - Iranian gunboats shelled a
Kuwaiti military base Wednesday and Kuwaiti soldiers returned
fire in the first direct combat L>etween Iran and Kuwait in the
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{ Iranians boats aHack military base in Kuwait

Senate Foreign Relations Committee. Floor debate on the treaty
is not scheduled until mid-April. The treaty calls for the
destruction over three years of 867 U.S. and 1,752 Soviet missiles,
mostly based in Europe, and bans ground-launched cruise or
ballistic missiles with ranges between 300 and 3,400 miles .
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SPRINGFIELD (UP]) - The Illinois Supreme Court Wednesday upheld a Cook County zoning ordinance relegating adult
bookstores and similar businesses to industrial areas in uncorporated areas of the county. The court concluded most of the
1981 ordinance, which restricts adult bookstores to aU 78 of the
county's industrial zoned areas, is legal. It struck down a section
of the ordinance giving county commissiooers discretion to
determine which such businesses can operate in limited commercial areas.
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Candidate: Get

inv~olved

Administrators vie
for vice presidency

Basil added: ''I'm all for
multiple polling places.
They're always more
democratic providing there is
a system to make sure
stud('nts only vote once."
This year Basil is chairman
of the t;'SO finance committee
that is in charge of funding
RSO programs.

Students miss out
on opportunities
given by USOs
By Sus.n CurtIs
Staff Writer

N;ck Basil wants to make
students aware of the opportunities offered to them by
student government.
Basil, 19, senior in electrical
engineering, is running for
vice president of Uie Undergraduate
Student
Organization on the Pboenix
Party ticket.
"Students are missing out,"
he said. Basil would like to
build the senate and get more
registered
student
organizations and individual
students involved.

By Phyllis Coon
StatfWriler

The number of RSOs asking
for funding has almC'St doubled
since the fall semester, he
said. "For the first time, I
think students are starting to
realize that the money they
pay in student activity fees is
there for them to use," he said.
Many RSOs weren't aware
of the benefits offered to them,
he said. Last year the entire
budget for RSOs was about
$25,000 and only a few groups
got money, he said.
"There was a negative
feeling from many RSOs
because they felt if they came
in, they would only get $50 to
$100 and it wouldn't he worth
their time," Basil said.

Basil said in the two years be
has been. a senator, it has
strengthened. There used to be
five or 10 openings all the time,
senate seats changing hands
and people constantly, many
senators fail to show up at
meetings, he said.

NlckS.sU

needs and what programs they
offer to the student bod~, he
said.
Basil said he would like to
see RSOs continue to take
advantage of funding and get
more involved in USO.
Basil also is a member of a
recently-formed
sub-

Basil said he would like to see mor'3 students
who aren't usa members involved with the
commissions because commissions are really
Basil !'laid he would like to the lifeblood of USO.
see more students who aren't
Now there is a full senate
with active commissions, he
said.

USO members involved with
the commissions because
"commissions are really the
lifebloodofUSO."

This year, because of increased enroilment, the RSO
budget has increased to $45,000
and the finance committee
equally divided the monev
between ail the RSOs with
funding requests, Basil said.
"There hasn't really been an
unhappy group all year long,"
Basil said.

Basil worked with the
election commission last year
to try to get 1II0re students to
vote.
Last year there were
multiple polling places, but
that isn't the best way to run
the election every year, Basil
SIlid. The number of people
who vote really depends on the
number of candidates running
and how strongly contested
they are, he said.

Serving on

the finance

committee aDd hearing funding requests almost every
niglit for six weeks also has
allowed him to meet with RSO
member and find out their

committee of the USO committee on internal affairs
which was asked to find a new
way to fund Student
Programming Council before
the fiscal year 1990 budget.
"There is a definite problem
with the system - SPC needs
some kind of guideline to base
its budget on year by year,"
Basil said.
Basil said he doesn't want to
see any major changes in USO,
but wants to alert students to
what they can do to help
themselves through student
government.

Two University administrators are among
four finalists for the post of
vice president for academic
affairs and research.
Donald Beggs, dean of the
College of Education, and
Benjamin Shepherd acting
vice president for academic
affairs and research were
chosen as finalists by the
search committee Wednesday.
The other candidates for
the post are John Gruber,
professor of physics and
chemistry at San Jose State
University in California,
and Albert Karnig,
associate vice president for
Academic Affairs at
Arizona State University in
Tempe.
The finalists will be interviewed in late April or
early May by President
John C. Guyon, Chancellor
Lawrence K. Pettit and
campus constituencies.
Each candidate also will
appear in question-andanswer sessions open to the
University community.
Seggs, 46, ha .. been a dean
at SIU-C since 1981. He
holds bachelor's and
master's degrees frem SIUC and a Ph.D. from the
University of Iowa. Beggs is
a professor of educational
psychology. He came to
SIU-C in 1966 as an assistant
professor in the Department
of
Guidance
and
Educational Psychology.
Shepherd, 47, has been an
associate vice president at
SIU-C since 1979. A
professor of zoology,
Shepberd joined the zoology
department in 1969. He was
assistant dean of SIU-C's

Graduate School in 1975-76.
Shepherd
holds a
bachelor'S degree in biology
from Tougaloo College in
Mississippi, a master's in
biology from Atlanta
University, and a Ph.D. in
zoology from Kansas State
University. He was an
American Council on
Education administrative
intern fellow in 1978.
Gruber holds a bachelor's
degree from Haverford
College in Pennsylvania and
a Ph.D. from the University
of California at Berkeley.
He was assistant dean, then
associate dean of the
Graduate Scbool at
Washington
State
University-Pullman from
1968 to 1972.
Gruber was dean of the
College of Science and
Mathematics at North
Dakota State UniversityFargo, from 1975 to 1980;
vice president for academic
affairs at Portland State
University in Oregon; vice
president for academic
affairs at San Jose State
t:niversity from 1984 til
1986; and vice president of
the San Jose State Foundation.
Karnig, 45, has a
bachelu's degree from
Augustana College, and
master's and Ph.D. degrees
from the University of
illinois. From 1983 to 1986 he
was assistant vice president
for academic affairs, and
director of the School of
Public Affairs from 1980 to
1983. He is a professor of
public affairs with 16 years
of teaching experience at
Arizona State.
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Undergrads must
value their library
ALTHOUGH MANY UNDERGRADUATES probably
don't realize it, Morris Library can be as valuable a
research tool for them as for professors and graduate
students. Many students don't use the library often and,
even if they do, they aren't familiar with the setup and
have difficulty finding the things they need_
This unfamiliarity with Morris Library can be cured by
taking part in a tour of the undergraduate library or of the
graduate divisions or simply by going in and learning the
system through use and asking questions_ It doesn't
matter how it's done. but students must become better
acquainted with the library.
Tours of the library are (Jrovided on request. Although
tours usually are given to groups, individuals also can be
shown how to use the library's vast resvurc~s. Tours may
be arranged through the Library Information and
Orientation Committee or by asking a Iibrari .. n. Call
Carole Palmer of the LIOC at 536-339l.
ONCE STUDENTS LEARN how to use the library, they
most likely will discover that it is in desperate need of
help. The first impression one gets upon walking into the
building is that of overcrowding. One can't help but notice
the stacks of cardboard boxes that fill every available inch
of floor space. A little further investigation will lead one to
the conclusion that, beyond its space constraints, the
library'S collections are suffering because of budget
shortages.
The numbers are no secret: the library has lost more
than 2,500 periodicals since 1980, and it ordered 6,000 fewer
books in 1987 than the year before.
The only solution to Morris Library's woes is more
money. SIU-C stud,::,~ts and faculty can't afford to wait
around and hope for a tax increase for higher education to
bail the University out. The SIU-C community must help
itself.
That's where the library's Two-for-Two campaign
comes in.
MORRIS LlBR.4RY IS to be commended [or taking the
bull by the horns and trying to help itself. Now it's up to the
students and faculty to make Two-for-Two work: As Gf

early March, about $112,000 had been raised, but the vast
majority of the donations have come from alumni '1..i
faculty. Thus, the Battle for the Books was begun tc get
students involved in fund raising.
So far. graduate and undergraduate student groups have
raised only a couple of thousand dollars, not very impressive considering there are about 20,000 students in
Carbondale. Apparently, many students don't realize they
have at least as much to gain from helping the library as
anyone else.
Granted, students are not a rich bunch. But there are
very few students who couldn't spare even a dollar or two
for something of this significance. If you want to donate,
but don't know where to go, call the Graduate and
Professional Student Council at 536-7721 or the Undergraduate Student Organization at 536-3381.

Letters
DE wrong in Honduran editorial
The March 23 editorial
("Deceit compounds Honcuran fiasco") represented the
type of knee-jerk rhetoric
commonJy resorted to when
reason and common sense is
not availing to support a
particular point of view.
Ttle column contained
factual inaccuracies, strident
ad hominem attacks, and a
fundamental
misunderstanding of U.S. policy in
Central America.
The editorial suggested that
the U.S. deployed troops in
Vietnam
to
achieve
democratization and is
Similarly attempting the same
goal in Central America today.
Honduras presently has a
popularly elected government.
The United States assistance
was requested by the Honduran president after the
JI'!arxist Sandinistas invaded

Doonesbury

g~~~e~!n=ia t:~~io~

in the future, the response was

e~~n~~~~~ad~

certain
false claims regarding the
Contras and their relationship
to the American government.

themselves or having anyone
close to them being sent there
said that's what should be
done.
Never mind that such a
move could signal the
beginning of another Vietnam
(God forbidl. Never mind that
American lives may be lost
and the end probably
forgotten.
If our government spent as
much money and effort taking
care of its own problellls as it
does interferlOg in the
governments of other countries, we could most likely
eliminate poverty in America.
Of course, no one remembers the cost of the Vietnam
War - in both lives and
money. And we all know that
our esteemed President can't
remember back that far. So we
can't depend on him to avoid
another Vietnam. It is

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
8lJT NOUJ, AF7tR EJ6HT ~a=
FReePOM R6HT7N6,rVe GOT
A NIC6 R&TfRe/;1lff1.1T CONOO IN
j(Jiy Bl'5CAYNeANOA ~MI/.I..ION
Nf6T Ii66IN A
e.4N1<!
7HI5A

6RCATCf)(jNTRY OR

WHAF

The fact is that the Sandinistas
defeated Somoza in 1979.
Resistance to the new regime
grew as the totalitarian
regime became increasingly
oppressive. The Vnited States
did not begin to assist the
Nicaraguan resistance until
1981.

To clarify two particular
points, neither the U.S. nor the
Contras are parties to the
Arias agreement; Nicaragua
is a signatory. The War
Powers Act is inapplicable to
the support fCor the Contras or
the military exercises in
Honduras.
Apparently, those responsible for the editorial do not
believe that these matters
affect the peace process. One
must wonder just what kind of
peace the Sandinista supporters are seeking. -Martin
Harry. Carbondale

Honduran exercise unnecessary

Yeah, Daily Egyptian! I was
totally excited about your
editorial bombasting the
Reagan policy of sending
troops to Honduras.
In the past couple of days I
have had the opportunity to
hear a college student express
an opposite view. This person
was all for going in and
"kicking ass." But I somehow
felt he thought he wouldn't be
one of the ones who would have
to do the kicking.
I kept telling myself that he
was too young to remember
much about Vietnam and
probably thinks we should
have "kicked ass" there, too.
"There was a time just before New Hampshire when my pollster My question is, what gives us
the right to interfere in other
was calling me 'Mr. President.' It didn 'tlast long." Bob Dole
governments in this manner?
"When are you going to stop living off your father's name? I Was it by the people's mancan't beli~ve you have anything to say at this time of your life date? No. Was it by popular
that's worth reading." Michael Reagan, quoting his adoptive mandate? No. It was because a
mother, Jane W,)'man, after she learned he was writing a book few old men who are in no
danger of being sent there
about his life with her, Ronald Reagan and stepmother Nancy

Quotable Q~otes

his country. This assist/mce
amounted to a show of force,
demonstrating the United
States' resolve to support a
democratic
government
threatened by a militarily
superior neighbor which has
vowed to export revolution.
Without engaging in any
combat, the United States
delivered a message to Ortega: violence subsidized by
the Soviets and Cubans will
provoke a response. The
peaceful resolution of disputes
is promoted when violence is
denied as a viable solution. To
the extent such a limited
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therefore up to us as citizens
and even more up to the
college students and young
people who will be most affected by this move to protest
any American military involvement in Central America.
Write your congressman,
your president, find whoever
else has any inv"lvement in
this wrongdoing. And most of
all, remember you will be the
ones fighting this war (by the
end of the 19605 there were no
more student deferments and
the country had gone to a
number system to decide who
would fight) .
Save yourselves and oor
country from making a serious
mistake. Protest this action in
Central America-it could be
your own life or the life of
someone you care about that
you could save. Marsha
Carroll, Carbondale
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Viewpoint
Campus meter maids' credibility
damaged by erroneous citations
By Jam.. J. Bleck
Staff Writer

Last week, I got a quite outof-the-ordinary letter to the
editor from a man from
Lebanon, Ill. The letter itself
wasn't so strange, but included
with it were an SIU-C parking
ticket, a money order for $12 to
pay the ticket and a temporary
parking permit.
In reading the letter. I found
that the ticket had been issued
during the unveiling of the
Master Editors Hall of Fame
in the Communications
Building on March n. The man
who got the ticket was SIlJ-C's
guest and had been provided
with the permit to park on
cp.mpus 1u.ing the ceremony.
Naturally, tlte man assumed
he would be protected from the
SIU-C parking division by
placing the permit in his rear
window. But, for some reason,
a certain Officer Kelly either
failed to notice the permit or
decided to ~nore it.

ar!~r:~rJ'atSsm.i.~~!

written in the letter I received:
"The master of ceremonies
during the luncheon told us to
bring to him any tickets we
got, for fixing, as if he
somehow expected that the
permits would not be honored
anyway."
It seems as if the SIU-C
security force has a pretty
nifty scam going here. It iSSUes
parking permits for special
events, tells guests where to
park, and then, while the
unsuspecting out-of-towners
are enjoying their rubber
cbiclr:en and iced tea the
Special Parking Intimidation
Team (Spr) descends on the
('.ars and tickets at will.
The man who sent me the
letter, of course, could have
had the ticket voided, but
chose not to. Ali he wrote: "It's
not my style to 'lave tickets

:t::o~o:m&~r:aw~~

a person what to do and then
fine him for doing it - shades
of the tax department."
Maybe it's not quite as
deliberate as that, but it
certainly seems to me that the
parking division is a bit too
quia to ticket cars on campus.
In fiscal year 1986-87, SIUoC's
meter maids and police of·
ficers issued 57,928 tickets on

campus, which brought in
$314,748. If you think that
sounds like a lot of tickets, it is.
The three meter maids alone
issued 41,443 tickets. Get out
your calculators, kiddies. Let's
assume the meter maids had
two weeks vacation and
worked five days a week that makes 250 days per year.

In fiscal year 1986-87,
SfU-C's meter maids
and police officers
issued 57,928 tickets
on camous... If you
think that sounds like
a lot ot lickets. it is
Then let's assume each of the
three meter maids spent 7
hours a day in the field. lSSuing
citations. That means they
worked a total of 5,250 hours.
Dividing that into the number
of tickets they ~rote, 41.443,
and we find they averaged one
ticket every 7.5 minu~. Now
that's efficiency.
I don't know if the parking
division's amazing productivity is a result of some unwritten quota of citations, or
simply comes from the officers' desire to exercise their
power. But, whatever the
source, something must
change.
I remember when I was a
freshman in 1984, I got a ticlr:et
for parking my motor scooter
OD the grass in front of Morris
Library. TbiB seemed a bit

=~~:e,:s~ofwTt.b
even a single blade of grass. I
must confess, though, the front
wheel was suspended about
four inches above the grass on
the OOge of the motorcycle
parkhg lot. As close as I can
guess there must be a clause
in the law against parking on
the grass that wcludes the
ah-spa.:e above the grass, ?I'
perhrps it had to do with the
fact that my wheel was
blocking the grass' sunlight,
thus inlUbiting its ability to
carry out its all-important
photosynthesis. Whatever the
Justification for the ticket, I
paid it.

1 Mile S. of SIU Arenz on S. 51 ,__549-7231,
~
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would be like without some
forr.: of enforcement of the
parking regulations. But, if the
two ltckets discussed abov~
are any indication of how the
parking division operates,
something is terribly amiss,
The parking division exists
to serve SID-C's employees I
and students who buy stickers.
It is meant to mbe parking on
campus a hassle-free affair,
not to harass people who are I
legally parked by issuing
erroneous tickets. This does
nothing but create resentment
toward the parking dIVision
and the SIU-C Security Police
in general.

Makin' it greatl
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Carbondale Delivery 457·4243
I
_Marion
_ _ Delivery
_ _ _997·5050
_ _ _ _ ---.J

I

Buy Any I arge Pan Pizza From Pizza
Hut's Delivery 5:.-rvice and Get A Medium
Pan Pizza free. San.~ ~umber of Toppings

~
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Delivery service in Carbondale i ;.~c~ion.
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In effect, through such
irresponsible actions, the vO!ry
agency that is supposed to
instill law find order on
campus is in fact creating
disorder and an inclination to
violate the law. After all, if you
are going to be penalized for
obeying the law, why bother?
The parking division has
been entrusted with the right
to punish violators of the law.
Along witt. this right ~oes the
obligation to use tile division's
power in the most responsible
manner possible. It s..~ms to
me that this obligatioI'! has
been ignored in some cases.
Perhaps the two tickets
mentioned above were simple
human errors and in no way
typical of the parking division.
But perhaps Dot - and that's a
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Easter Egg Colors

2 Pc. Croquet CI.ub $

29

00 set
Top & SkIrt
Forenza Bow Back Top $11 00

Chic Dress Pants $ 21 00

scary thoUght.

Regardless, I hope from now
on the officers of the parking
division will take an extra
moment to CODlIlider if all the
tickets they issue really are
called for. It wouldn't have
taken too much effort to see
that the man from Lebanon
had a permit in his window, or
that my wheel wasn't actually
on the grass. It could do a lot
for the division's credibility in my eyes at least.
By the way, when I brought
the ticket, money order and
parking permit to the parkL'Ig
division, 1 was told it couldn't
accept the money because the
ticket was a mistake. No
kidding.

Football should go; replace it with Frisbee
and .have sports enjoyed by
"real" students.
How about an ultimate
Frisbee team? Expense? Just
dhirts, shorts and a Frisbee.
There's plenty of old hippies
living in caves around Carbondale who can coach. We
can use the hippies'
Voikswagan vans to take our
team to Terre HlIute, etc" for
games. For half-time we can
have a dog-Fisbee catch act
and a bluegrass band.

2.95

B.Y.C.B.

I know the parking divisl'ln
is a necessary presence I).~
campus. SIU-C's ~arkhig

Letters
I must say I really enjoyed
your March 24 editorial
Iambastin~ football.
My friends say your
stupidity was only exceeded by
your lack of timing by running
it the same day SIU-C was
hiring a new football coach. It
opened my mind to new
possibilities as fdr as emphasizing the "student
athlete" at SIU-C. Let's drop
all these non-populist sports
like football and basketball

Fresh, Nutritious, Delicious

Sweet & Sour Chicken Lunch Special!
Soup· Egg Roll-Fried Rice $

How about a hackey sack
team! Expense? One sack and
at least two loaded players!
However, we may rulve to hire
spectators since hackey sack
is quite boring to watch.
Well ~ou $et the Idea. I know
the DE editorial staff. being
college-educated, can come up
with even better ideas since
most of their ideas require
very little thought. Marvin L
COUI'SOII. Carbo:ldaie

Je:eJJ//(}JII1J!
~/JH~I
UniverSity Place. Rt. 13 E .. Carbondale

549-5 HOP
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SIU ARENA PROMOTIONS PIfESENTS:

wR/&
H'tlOSrRlAK

TOUR '88

TONIGHT
AT THE SIU ARENA, CARBONDALE
SPECIAL GUEST:

EXILE

TICKETS AVAILABLE
AT

The SIU Arena
Until Late Tonight.
$13&$15
RESERVED.

Reagan's priorities leave a lot to be desired
If Ronald Reagan cared as
much about the United States
as much as he does hir. bfoloved
Contra mercenaries, there
would be:
Food and shelter for the
homeless and hungry, medical
care for the poor and elderly,

ooucation for our children,
concern for our unemployed
.. American" worker and a
push to be number one in the
world market place.
OW' war efforts would be
against AIDS and drug barons,

lJot struggling Third·World
countries the size of Vermont.
And we could do all this with
th~ pride and brotherhood
worthy of a great people and
nation. -Mike McGrann,
Carbondale
Daily Egyptian. March 31,1988. Page ';

ENERGY, from Page 1 - - wasting before it gets out of
hand," he said. "But it's hard
when you don't have money or
time."
Councilman John Mills said
the services the office is
providing can be done more
economically.
"Supporting the program is
a duplication of services,"
Mills said. "We're talking
about a very lI'inor operation
with a well paid part-time
positon."
Pauls earns $14,000, plus
$4,000 in benefits. The office
bas requested $:'>.3,350 for fiscal
year 1989.
The Energy Office lends
periodicals, m&gazines, books
and tools to Carbondale
residents and consults the city
on its energy spending.
The lending could be done at
the Carbondale Public Library

absolute necessary part of our
future."
The city's small investment
earns a big return of energy
savings, he said. Hundreds of
people benefit by using the
office's resources, Tuxhorn
added.
"We are serious I·,.. talking
tens of thousands <>f dollars
year after year," Tuxhorn
said. "W!thout the office we
are not going to educate city
staff or citizens on energy use.
"In five to 10 years waste
disposal will have to be
readdressed. Many areas are
using the waste as an energy
source. It would be helpful if
we bad someone to address the
issue now," Tuxhotnsaid.
If the office is eliminated,
Tuxhorn said he does not think
the services can be replaced.

and the city could solicit advice on energy efficiency from
an existing department like
engineering, Mills said.
Only about four people
bonov. from the offk-e a day,
he said.
"Energy management and
conservation is important, but
we aren't sure that we're
getting a return on our
money," Mills said.
Even if the city is unable to
internally evaluate its energy
management, an outside firm
can be hired for a one-time fee,
he said.
But Councilman Keith
Tuxhorn said the office is a
necessary part of the city's
energy management program.
"It'~ small, but it is very
important," Tuxhorn said.
"We can't ignore energy
resource management. It's an

Rev. Swaggart vows return,
defies 1-year suspension
BATON ROUGE, La. (UPll
Disgraceu television
evangelist Jimmy Swaggart
will defy a year-long
suspension by the national
Assemblies of God and return
to his pulpit May 22, an attorney for the preacher said
Wednesday.
Bill Treeby, general counsel
of the Jimmy Swaggart World
Ministries, was asked at a
news conference if Swaggart
would consider leaving the
church, and responded, "Of
course, that's a possibility."
Swaggart, one of the world's
most-watched preachers who
'.!onfessed to a "moral failure"
involving a prostitute, did not
appear at the news conference.
His worldwide evangelical
broadcast operation generates
about $150 million a year.
If Swaggart defies the
discipline ordered by the
General Presbytery of the
national church because of a
sex scandal, he would be
ousted from his position as a
pastor of that order, Assemblies of God Superintendent G.
Raymond Carlson said
Tuesday when the one-year
ban was announced.
"The action is, as I understand, that he would be
dismissed from the Assemblies of God by the executive
presby teres, " Treeby said. "If
they do that, he would have a
right to appeal that as well."
Treeby said Swaggart instead would abide by a three-

also would refrain from
distributing any taped ..ermons during the remainder of
the three-month period.
"According to his submission to these, his elders,
and to the will of God, he is
looking forward with great
antiCipation to returning to
television and the pulpit in
accordance with the dIStrict's
decision on Sunday, May 22,
1988," Treeby said. •·There is
no risk in doing wbat i;;: right.
"The Louisiana District has
rightfully taken the firm
position that the district alone
has the authority under the
(church) constitution and
bylaws of the Assemblies of
God to decide on appropriate
plans of rehabilita:.ion for thf
ordained ministers of the
Louisiana district, " the
Swaggart statement indicated.
Swaggart bas 30 days to
appeal but has not yet made a
decision or notified church
officials of his intention, the
attorney said. The General
Presbytery will meet again in
August.

The sex scandal that forced
Swaggart from the pulpit is
similar to events surrounding
the downfall of PTL ministry
founder Jim Bakker and New
Orleans television evangelist
Marvin Gor~an ..
In a tearful, televised
display Feb. 21, Swaggart told
members of hi'" 7,OOO-plus
congregation in Baton Rouge
~~ni~~~rnans~~ti~r~~~c~r. that he was guilty of an unHe said Swaggart, who did not specified "moral failure." He
attend the news conference, told church elders his tran-

sgression amounted to a onetime meeting with a prostitute
in a seedy motel on the edge of
New Orleans.
The woman, however,
claims Swaggart paid her $50
per meeting to perform ~
scene acts on a regular basIS
for more than a year.
Jeffrey Hadden, a professor
of sociology at the University
of Vilginia and co-author of
"Televangelism, Power and
Politic;;," due for reles.se next
month, had suggested that
economics would dictate
Swaggart's next move.
The
fire-and-brimstone
preacher's ministry already
has been hit by layoffs and
construction stoppages linked
to the scandal.
"It boils down to simple
arithmetic," Hadden said.
"They've had a month or so to
figure out wbat d~ they
are capable of scaling back
their operations.
"I think the critical issue is
going to be the nature and the
extent of the debt structure
they have," he said. "U they
have a huge debt service, then
Jimmy Swaggart will take a
walk from the Assemblies of
God."

REIMAN, from Page 1 - fund Dec. 29.
Polk, who was summoned
Wednesday ior a second day of
testimony, said he never
agreed to investigate the
all(;t;ations for Reiman.
Duane Schroeder, acting
director of the Physical Plant;
Whayne Reiman, the defendant's father; and Summers
testified that Reiman told
them that he bad paid Polk
$750 for information.
Reiman sa~d he also told
Clarence Dougherty, vice
president for academic affairs, about his deal with Polk.
Pat!'ick Prendergast,
assistant Johnson County
state's attorney, did not cross
examine the defense witnesses.
Defense lawyer White
dt:!ivered a charged argument
in which he attempted to
discredit Polk's testimony.
"Polk admitted he lied,"
White said, pointing out
contradictions in three
separate interviews with
police on Aug. 20, 1987.
"Polk admitted he's a con
man," and his actions are "a
con job on Dale Rfiman" and
prison authorities, White said.
Polk testified Tuesday that
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Correction
The DE incorrectly stated the
phone number of International
Programs and Services in
Wednesday's edition. The
correct number is 453-5774.

DAMCE
COMTES
Thursday Night Dance Party

Fri., Apr. 15,8 PM
$11.00, 9.50, 8.50

.'reelpw"""" .IMI ..... for Ladl..
from 8:00pm-12:000m

'50. 00 Cash We.kly Prize

-Semi Final & Grand FInal worth the
Larg..t Prize ever offered In
Southern illinois

Bo_ 011 ill' open Wl"l"~dd\·', 10
oI.m. 10 6 p.m. Mdil dnd V"d.-

Open

8:00pm ....:OOOm

M.,Il',CJ,d phone order> .'e
J«l'pled. Colli 616-453-3378 or
w'l1e 10 Shryock Audllorium.
SlUe. Cdrbondall'. IL 62901.
Tilt> Cl~k~brifY Serle.. i ... )Up1'0rl<'J '" I'd,l by J grdnl lrom
Ihe lIIinol> A,b Council . .. 51 .. 1<'
d~:ell<--y
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he bad "beat him <Reiman)
out of his money and that was'
my whole purpose."
In the pr()!;ecution's closing
argumt'nts, Prendergast told
the jury to consider the
"motives and timing" of
witnesses when weighing
conflicting testiml)ny.
"Reiman not only had a
strong motive to get (the
victim) out of the way, but to
lie on the witness stand this
morning," Prendergast said.
"Reiman bas everything to
job, reputation,
lose everything ...
People go to private investigators for investigations,
not to inmates, he said.
"On the other hand, if you
want a murder committed,
who do you 6" to?" he asked
the jury.
Murder-for-hire is a class X
felony, punishable by a
minimum of six years and
maximum of 30 years in
prison. Reiman was arrested
and charged with the felony on
Sept. 14, 1987.
Reiman, who is on a leave of
absence from the University,
also faces 21 charges of kidnapping and sex-related offenses in Jackson County.

Thi' show h.H it all!! Opening wilh ··Madca"· a har
monica Jnu guit ..lf virtuo,o.
Dapogny\ band never 'ICPS
out of ch,Jrduer. From row,ing Rdgtlme to ''-001 ,wing,
the jazl in,piralion comes
from 0111 directions. The
B-piece Graml.1Y nominee
band is vocdlly accompanied
by the gredt ( Irol Leigh. Jr',
a first rdte nusicdl experience!

t=

ShrYOCk

/~ Auditorium
Celebrit,- Series

...

W

Southern lII'noi.,
Uni.e";ly ~C c.rbond.ale

Humanitarian aid
will go to Contras
WASHINGTON (UPlJ The House overwhelmingly
approved Wednesday a
leadership proposal providing
$48 million in humanitarian aid
to the Nicaraguan Contras and
supports their peace talks with
the
Soviet-supported
Nicaragulln government.
The $4.'1 million bill was
forged in a bipartisan
atlreement between Speaker
Jlm Wright, D-Texas, an
opponent of President
Reagan's policy toward
Nicaragua, and a loyalist

~~~re~terRo~~e ~?~~~f~~

Illinois. The agreement ended
a bitter deadlock on restoring
humanitarian aid - but not
arms - to the insurgents.
The bill goes to the Senate,
where the leadership planned
to seek its approval Thursday
so Reagan may sign it by
Friday.
"We're pleased and look
forward to a vote on Thursday
in the Senate," said White
House spokesman Marlin
Fitzwater.
Fitzwater said the administration preferred "not to
take a position" on the
provisions concerning a vote
on military aid.
"We need (humanitarian)
aid in the worst way," he said.
The bill does not provide the
military aid to the Contras that
Michel wanted - that request
was defeated in February but sends food, clothing, and
medicine to the Contras and
sup~rts a cease-fire comD11SS10n.

"I'm not laboring under any
grand illusion that passage of
this resolution will ~et what I
want for the Nicaraguan
people," Michel said.
"It is not the magic key to
facilitate a cease-fire in place
or fruitful negotiations and all
the rest. But for the moment
it's the only thing I have to
give.
Rep. David Bonior, D-Mich.,
an opponent of military aid to
the guerrillas, said the Contras
deserve
humanitarian
assistance while they seek

political reconciliation with
the Sandinistas.
Wril!ht pledged in a Jetter to
Miche1 not to bottle up a
possible l'eIluest b)' Reagan to
seek new military aid fOf the
guerrillas in case the 6Ikiay
cease-fire that is to begin
Friday collapses.

"I wasn't going to bottle it up
anyway. That's not my style,"
Wright said. "But this
(agreement) doesn't allow the
president or the executive
branch to dictate the package,
or the day of a vote."
The Contras have been
fighting since 1981 to topple the
Marxist-led Nicaraguan
government. Wright has long
accused Reagan of seeking a
military solution to the
problems posed by the leftist
government and not trying
diplomacy.
The House last month
rejected Reagan's n><::,.:.Jest for
new military aid lor the
guerrillas and on March 3 the
Republicans lead the defeat of
Wright's
proposed
humanitarian aid bill for the
Contras because it contained
no arms.
The aid cutoff changed the
political landscape in Central
America and the Contras and
the Sandinistas, both bleeding
by a war estimated to have
claimed 50,000 casualties,
entered direct peace talks. The
agreement on a cease-fire, the
release of political prisoners in
Nicaragua, and a pledge by the
Sandinistas to work towards
political reconciliation, led to
the l~lative breakthrou~b.
on Capltol Hill.
Rep. Mickey Edwards, ROkla., said the agreement is
aimed at "the twin goals of
peace and democracy in the
region."
"It sends a message to the
Contras that they are not
abandoned, that we do care
about the~t we want to keep
them healmy and a viable
force," he said.

Gephardt to pursue
tougher trade policy
WASHINGTON (UP!) Rep. Richard Gephardt, DMo., may have given up his bid
for the presidency but he said
Wednesday he will continue to
pursue his campaign goal - a
tougher U.S. trade policy.
Gephardt, who withdrew
from the race for the
Democratic presidential
nomination Monday, said he
will press for inclusion of his
amendment in a sweeping
traJ.., bill now being considered by Congress despite
President Reagan's threat to
veto any bill that contains such
language.
"I'm going to force the
issue," Gephardt told
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Senate Finance Committee
resumed work on their portion
of the bill dealing with foreign
unfair trade practices and
protections for workers and
rndustries hurt by imports.
Gephardt's
amendment
would require the president to
retaliate against any country
that has an "excessive" trade
surplus with the United States,
JikeJapan, Korea and Taiwan,
that does not grant U.S. exporters equal access to the1l"

markets.
U.S. Trade Representative
Clayton Yeurter said if the
Gephardt amendment survives in the final version of the
trade bill, the p'resident
"would surely veto" It.
But the Gephardt amendment is only one of several
provisions the president
considers veto bait. Another
one, requiring companies to
give employees 60 days notice
before shutting down plants or
instituting major layoffs, was
approved Tuesday by one of
the 17 mini .. conferences
working on the massive trade
measure.
"I see plant closings as a big
problem to get a signature
from the president," Rep. Dan
Rostenkowski, D-Ill., chairman of the Ways and Means
Committee, conceded Wednesday. "But I'm not going to
write a bill that just curries
favor with the administration.
The legislative process has to
WGr'k and we're going to
contribute something, too.
Meanwhile, several of the
other groups of House and
Senate negotiators tried to
work out final agreements on
their portions of the trade bill.

MEESE, from Page 1
"The management team is
very strong and everything
is going along well. So
business is operating as
usual a t the Justice
Department," Meese said.
His comments came as
White House spokesman
Marlin Fitzwater knocked
down rumors that Nancy
Reagan, in concert with
White House chief of staff
Howard Baker, was urging
the president to ease his
longtime friend from office.
"I never heard that said by
anyone - that they wanted
him out," Fitzwater said.
Fitzwater also said
Reagan was monitoring the
situation and had not yet
spoken with Meese,
although, "I'm sure they will
a t some point. "
But Senate Democratic
leader Robert Byrd of West
ViI ,;inia led the renewed
offensive against the embattled attorney general the subject of a year-old
independent prosecutor's
probe and whose top aides
resigned Tuesday claiming Meese "has
become the crown jewel of
the sleaze factor in Reagan
administration history."
"He ought to get out," said
Byrd.
"The president ought to
ask somebl"iy, if he doesn't
want to ask 1tim himself, to
ask Mr. Meese to step aside,
step down."

The
were
abrupt
of two

increased attacks
prompted by the
resignation Tuesdal
top department 0-
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Assistant Attorney General
William Weld, who took four
aides with them to avoid
spilling "blood on the floor"
because of the legal and
ethical questions surrounding the attorney general,
according to sources.
Reagan, however, said his
support for Meese was unswerving.
"I have every confidence
in him," the president said.
"He's a friend for 20 years.
I'm not going to comment
further on what's going on."
Campaigning in Madison,
Wis .. Vice President George
Bush said he was worried
"bout the effectiveness of the
Justice Department
"these were good people that
left" .
Said Bush, "I do worry
about the effectiveness dnd
morale in the J!!stice
Department. ... Thi!'
troubles me. No question
aaout that. But I am not
going to prejudge Mr.
Meese."
But Byrd was joined by the
first Republican calls for the
attorney geueral to step
aside, as well as from
Democratic presidential
candidate Michael Dllkakis,
former Attorney General

a

Elliot Richardson and Rep.
Barney Frank, D-Mass.
Sen. Bob Packwood of
Oregon, the first GOP
senator to weigh in against
the attorney general, said
Meese was an embarrassment and the administration "would be
better off with his leaving
the Cabinet."
"I think it is unfortunate if
the standard is going to be
we will all wait until we're
indicted. ... That is the
standard for a bank robber
and should not be the
standard for high public
office."
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CIA protest 1--------------------------1
I~DOubleDecker f
Coupon Special I
turns violent II
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AUSTIN, Texas

(UPl)

-

$2. 50 off Large
or $1. 50 off Medium

I

!~a C::X:t ~~:o:!~~~ \
suffered minor injuries

Wednesday during a protest by
about 100 people against CIA
recruitment on the University
of Texas campus, police said.
The four Wp,re injured during
an "altercaton" that erupted
between one of the demonstrators and a student who was
attempting to interview with
the CIA, campus Police Lt.
Rollin Donelson said.
Donelson said protester
Robert Ovetz scuffled with a
student going to a CIA inten~ew. Ovetz was subdued,
handcuffed and held by police
until it was determined the
other student did not wish to
press charges, Donelson said.
Ovetz, a junior government
major from Austin who
received a bloody nose, said he
was subdued after be refused
to stop pounding on an office
window where CIA recruiters
we--e interviewing students.
crieiz said he is considering
filing suit against campus
police because of their
treatment of him.
"They can't get away with
this. They can't drag me away,
threaten me and then get off
scot-free," be said. "They
cuffed me and bent my back
almost to the point of
breaking."
Donelson denied police
mistreated Ovetz and said
three UT officers were injured
- two who suffered cuts and
scrapes and a third who was
struck by a protester.
Donelson said one of the officers required medical attention.
Police said the CIA car.!eled
interviews with students for
the rest of the day because of
the protest. No CIA
representatives were involved
in the scuffle.
"I guess they decided to let
things settle down," said Capt.
Leonard Young.
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Democrats face prospect
of Jackson as a nominee
WASHINGTON (UPl) Jesse Jackson held a symbolic Jackson's stunning
meeting with some of the
cream of the Democratic victory in Saturday's
power elite Wednesday as the
party comes to grips with the Michigan caucuses
notion be l'ust may win the impressed on many in
presidentia nomination.
"Tbe party of the Democrats the Democra tic party
bas always been the party of
innovation. I think it's entirely he is more than the
possible that Jesse Jackson fringe candidate of
may be the one who's bringing
the new innovation into our 1984.
political process," said Clark
Clifford, Jongtime party leader
and adviser to presidents, stunning victory in Saturday's
following the breakfast Michigan caucuses that impressed on many in the part·
meeting.
Tbe meeting was held at the be is more than the fringe
Jefferson Hotel, a gracious candidate of 1984 and bas a
Republican bastion not far rf'.al shot a t the nomination.
from the W'ihte House. It was
Lance said "there was no
organized by former
Democratic Chairman John criticism at aU" of Jackson
Wldte and ex-budget director during the meeting although a
Bert Lance to give Jackson question was raised about
and party leaders the chance Jackson's association during
to discuss his increasingly his 1984 campaign with Black
popular campaign.
Muslim
leader Louis
Farrakhan.
Jackson
Jackson called it a responded he bad dealt with
"historical meeting." White the matter "and believed in
said it represented "a new redemption. "
ma turing of the political
process in America, a growing
Democratic circles have
up of America.
been buzzing this week with
"It represents a bonding in talk about Jackson as a
the Democratic Party," the potential nominee as he gains
Texan said.
strength in what most consider
About 50 people attended the to be a two-man contest "'ith
gO-minute
breakfast, Massachusetts Gov. Michael
scheduled before Jackson's Dukakis.

Republicans: Reagan
plans should continue
WASHINGTON (UPI) Republicans opened hearings
on their party's national
platform Wednesday and
ptompUy heard pleas for a
continuation of the foreign and
defense policies of the Reagan
administration.
Former Reagan ad·
ministration officials and GOP
stars, including former U.~~.
Ambassador Jeanne Ki ..kpatrick, former Defense
SecretarY Caspar Weinber'ger
and Kenneth Abelman, former
Arms Control and Disarmament Agency head, aU
praised
Reagan's
achievements in foreign policy
while warning that the Soviets
still rep'resent a major threat.
"We ve enjoyed seven years
of prosperity and peace in a
world that remains deeply
troubled," saide Kirkpa trick,
the lead-off witness at the first
of three regional hearings.
"Our course is correct," she
said. "Our progress has been
substantial. What is required
today is that we mamtain
steadfastness in our righteous
convictions."
Weinberger urged platform
writers to "contain a very
clear return to the basic policy
of 1980" and its caD for "a
strong defense 8.nd a strong
defense budget.:·
"We don't have the option ...
of choosing to do less than than
is nect:Ssary for defense," he
said.
Adelman said he lamented
the fact that "the (Reagan)
administration is ending on a
note of cozying up to Mikhail
Gorbachev," and told the
committee Republicans should
"not over-promise any arms
controlin the future."
"I don't see an arms control
agreement that is in our interest,"hesaid.
Foreign polic~ led the
agenda for the first session
Hearir,gs May ~il In Kansas

City. Mo., and June 30 in Los
Angeles win stress domestic
issues such as drugs,
education, daycare and the
economy. A day of subcommittee hearings will be
held Aug. 8 in New Orleans just
before the start of the
Republican National Convention.
The first hearing opened
with Republican offIcials
taking pot shots at the
Democratic Party and its
presidential hopefuls.
Frank
Fahrenkopf,
Republican National Committee chairman, accused the
Democrats of abandoning the
kind of bipartisan foreign
policy that existed under
Presidents Harry Truman and
Dwight Eisenhower. "One
party has forgotten aU we
learned since 1938, " he said.
"Only one party in America
is cabable of conceiving a
realistic foreign policy based
on the nation's interest,"
Fahrenitopf said of the G,?P ..
Sen. Bob Kasten, R-WIS., m
an apparent jab at civil rights
leader Jesse Jackson, said,
"Republicans don't bave a
front-runner who courts (PLO
leader Yassar) Arafat, who
embraces (Cuban leader
Fidel) Castro, and who lacks
compassion for the victims of
communist
tyranny.
Republicans have nothing to
be ashamed of on foreign and
defense policy issues."
Kirkpatrick, in her
presentat.ion to the sixmember panel, noted that
since President Reagan bas
been in office several new
democracies have emerged
around the world and the
Soviets are preparing to pull
out of Afghanistan.
She cautioned that despite
"promising talk" by the
Soviets, the United States
should still be strong and wary
III dealing with them
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There is much soulsearching around the country
about Jackson and concern
about his liberal positions on
many issues, problems with
Jewish voters and lack of
governme.nt experience. By
some accounts, there is near
pamc from some members of
COD~..fi and elected officials.
"He's bit them in the face
with a very wet rag," said
Rep. Mickey Leland of Texas,
a black Jackson supporter who
attended. "They must now
accept the reality of his

cagtJ:.!~r:'.I.id be was uncorcerned about Jackson's
lack of government experience. Like Harry Truman,
Jackson could bring "the best
brains the party and the
~~::~:n~ offer" to his
Among those attending the
breakfast with Jackson were
Clifford, attorney Edward
Bennett Williams, former
Army Secretary Clifford
Alexander, former Robert
Kennedy
aide
Frank
Mankiewicz, Sen. Thomas
Harkin of Iowa, former Walter
Mondale aide Richard Moe,
and Florida Democratic
Chairman Charles Whitehead.
A number of Jackson supporters like Texas Agriculture
Commissioner John Hightower
and Democratic activist Ann
Lewis also attended.

Bob Dole
reflects on
campaign
TOPEKA, Kan. (UPI)
- Senate Republican
leader Robert Dole, a day
after he withdrew from
the race and endorsed
Vice President George
Bush, said Wednesday
Bush was "flat-out
lucky" in the GOP
primaries and faces a
tough general election
campaign.
"Ronald Reagan
Junior ran this time,"
Dole said in & tciephone
interview from his
Washington office. "It
was almost impossible to
get around that, and we
tried everything we
knew. We didn't have a
lot of money for
television. "
Tuesday, Dole ended
his presidential cam-

C:lgr~rn:~rililiebeca~
contests on Super
Tuesday. Bush won 16
primaries that day. In his
withdrawal statement,
Dole caUed for party
uni~ .lnd promised he
wou.d support the vice
president.
Wednesday. Dole said
of Bush, "He's just flat
out lucky that he bad a
very popular president."
Dole predicted the
Democrats will nominate
Massachusetts Gov.
Michael Dukakis and the
rail campaign is "going
to be a tough race."
Bush will be "carrying
a lot of baggage from
Ronald Reagan's administration, carrying a
lot of good things, too.
You are going to have to
have your own agenda,
your own ideas." Dole
said.

(Worid's Worst Film. Festival)
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You Want
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Every Thursday
\$6.00 Per persog , .

IOpm-lam
"
€S'1Pti".., Sports C~..,t~f \
Behind University Malle Carbondale

529-3272

This
Week

at

Ramada Inn·s
Oasis Lounge
529-2424

Thursday
South of The Border Night
-Build your own tacos
-Frozen Morgarilos ".50
-Tequila Sunrise ".25
-Corono Beer ".00

~

Friday
Happy Hour .... pm
5.7:3Opm Free Foocilluffet

Imports '1.00
a~'
Speedrails 70C «I
Ora f ts 4OC'~",,:
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friday night "0
Dance Party
("o~

9pm to close
Blue Hawaiians '1.00
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Drafts 50C
Tom Collins '1.00

Saturday night ~
Classic Oldies
Peach Daquiris '1.25 ,._
Speedrails
'1.25 _,.
Tequila Sunrise '1.25
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ACROSS
1 "Madam,
I'm _ n
5 Bar or dollar
9 Washes
14 Pedeslal part
15 Neiman
Naslase
16 Occurrence
17 Norse deity
18 Croissant
19 - voce
20 Immediately
23 Fontanne's
partner
24 Meadow
25 Way up
28 "Shane" star
33 Removes the
gray
34 Author Hunter
35 Actress Arthur
36 Immediately
40 Seine sight
41 Egyptian
goddess
42 Sierra 43 Went AWOL
46 Kept out
47 Make lace

48
49
56
57
58
60
61
62
63

Antitoxin: prel.
Immediately
Sub
Out of the
wind

Moslem leader
Tropical vine
Mariners
Concern
Ruhr valley
city
64 Let stand
65 Obstacle

Today's
Puzzle
Puzzle answers
are on Page 19.
DOWN
1 Fuss
2 Art style

3

~I"e ~!!lr8nC8

4 Obelisk ".g.
5 Alluring
women

6 In the crow's
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
21
22
25

nest
Long
river
Valley
Wane
Open
declaration
Tum thu",bs
down
Internal: pre!.
Cease
RN word
Grassy plain
Sedate

26
27
28
29

Appellation
Poker stakes
Shun
Passes on the
track
30 Detesl

31 US diplomat
01 yore
32 Passe
34 Gaelic
37 Likewise
38 SOS signal
39 Vigorous
exercises
44 FlamMable
gas
45 Wickerwork
material
46
48
49
50
51

Command
Cubic meter
Govem
Bird 01 7D
Antelopes of
Tibet
52 Musical
Domino

53 Fall - (fai!)
54 To - (as
one)
55 Ancient Ir.
capital
59 "Little
Women"
name

Briefs
MICROBIOLOGY STUDENT Organization will meet at
4:30 today in Life Science II

For details, call Kelly Karol at
536-5531.

450.

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS Club will meet at 6
tonight in the Student Center
Mississippi Room.

MUSLIM STUDENTS'
Association will sponsor
"Women in Islam" at 1 today
in the Student Center Ohio
Room, a video debate with
Jimmy Swaggert and Ahmed
Deedat at 3 today in the 4th
floor Video Lounge and a video
about the life of Muhammad at
'j tonight in the 4th floor Video
Lounge, Student Center.

WOMEN'S TRANSIT and
the Night Safety Van will not
provide service on Sunday.

ORGASIC JOURNAL Club
will meet at 4 tooay in Neckers
218.

APPLICATION DEADLINE
for the $200 Student Alumni
Council scholarship is April 8.
Applications can be ohtained
from the Al<1mni Office,
Student Center 2nd floor.

SOUTHER~
ILLINOIS
Collegiate Sailing Club will
meet at 9 tomght in Lawson

BETA BETA Beta National
Science Honor Organization
will meet at 5: 30 tonight in Life
Science II 320.

L1FESTYLING 10K Road
Run will begin at 9 a.m.
Saturday at the Student Healtn
Service. Cost is $5 in advance.

Chicago

1

...~

Amtrak

0
e RT

c~~,C~~S
Ladies' Night I

Ire-,,'flCllom.
dPp/~!

.,

B

$73

549·7347

'"~\.

BRIEFS POLICY - Tbe
deadline for Campus Briefs is
noon two days before
publication. The briefs must be
typewritten and mUlit include
time, date. place and sponsor
of the event and tbe name and
telephone number of tbe
persu" submitting tlte item.
Items should be delivered or
mailed to the Daily Egyptian
newsroom, Communications
Bllilding Room 1247. A brief
will be published OLce and only
as space allows.

I! 'VIDEO DAriCE CLOB
II
Presents Our World Famous

Carbondale
to

201.

POETRY READING by
James Solheim, lecturer of
English and two student
readers will be at 8 tonight in
Faner1326.

FREE
CIIMIPAGSE
ASD

call for info
Travel Service

AD~IISSIOS

FOR THE LADIES
';'

..

-Come dance to the

..

Friday. Saturday. Sunday
AdmISsion-Adults SlSO

..

best music and videos in

~

..\ 1st: For Keeps (pg-13) ..
~ 2nd: Ihn1Ing Man(R) ..
I

Southern J/Iinois!

The Only Way

ToSeeAShow
Gale apar-. 6:3> lh>w sD1S 7:3J
llar-a·Oue Chicken Dinner

5.1. Bowl Carterville 529-3755

only $1.99

Report: Class size
doesn't affect grades
WASHINGTON (uPIl - An
Education Department report
detunked Wednesday the longstanding theory that student
achievement is tied to the size
of a classroom, saying
reducing classroom size has no
effect on pupils' grades.
The report by the department's Office of Educational
Research and Improvement
concluded that reducing class
size is unlikely to have
"tangible benefits for student
achievement." The report also
said this method of improving
achievement "is inconsistent
with the push to enhance
teacher professionalism and
the
expectations
of
professional skill. ,.
The conclusions challenge
the effort of the education
reform movement to push for
smaller classes, action
spurred by a controversial
1983 study, "A Nation at Risk."
California, Indiana, Tennessee
and Texas have developed
legislative packages designed
10 reduce class size, and about
14 other states and the District
of Columbia have begun to
seek ways to reduce classroom
sizes.
"Teachers generally share a
widespread belief that there
are, on average, too many
pupils
in
America's
c1l.lssrooms," according to the
rejlort researched by Tommy
Tomlinson. "Most teachers
believe that this, in turn,

results in deteriorating instructional quality, intensified
wear and tear on facility, and
declines
in
student
achievement.
"That a relationship exists
between class size and student
achievement is a virtually
unchallenged premise. "
But the department's report
found student achievement
remains largely insensitive to
changes in class size when
there are between 20 and 40
students in a class. Other
things equal, the report said 40
students taught together will
learn about 5 percent less than
20 will So, a class whose size
alone could reliably improve
student performance 10 percent or more would contain no
more than 15 students.
At 15 students, 1 million
extra classroom teachers and
added costs close to $69 billion
would be needed. In 1986, a
reduction Qf the national
average for regularly convened classes from 24 to 23
pupils would have required
almost 73,000 more teachers
and $5 billion additional
dollars, not counting the ex·
penses of building more
classrooms.
Tomlinson suggested that
educational funds would best
"be directed to improving the
quality of instruction and
teachers' ability to manage the
demands of classrooms as they
are currently configured'"
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Three Illinois plants'
face uncertain future
Professor calis
for international
help, cooperation

The center hopes to
enlist the aid of 19

botanical gardens
across the country to
SteflWnter
collect seeds from
Spring heralds the return of
dandilior." and crabgrass. bllt rare plants and atthere are ~ome plants and tempt to grow t/)em.
wildflowers tha t are in serious

By Edward Raha

danger of becoming extinct
because their habitat is
becoming smaller.
Prairie bush clover,
Kankakee mallow and Mead's
milkweed are just three wild
plants growing in Illinois that
recently have been added to
the Int.ernational Union For
the Conservation of Nature's
rare plant list.
Robert H. Mohlenbrock,
distinguished professor of
boi<l.n'· and author of "Where
Have' All the Wildflowers
Gone?", has ~oined other
scientists trying to save the
rarest plants of the United
Sates.

aid of 19 botanical gardens
across the country to collect
seeds from rare plants and
attempt to grow them. U this
a ttempt is successful, the
gardens will keep some of the
plants and return others to the
wild.
Mohlenbrock said it's im·
portant to preserve rare plant
species for many reasons.
Plants are living organisms
and ought to be preserved if
they exist, he said.

ONE OF THE best
arguments for plant preser·
vation is that the usefulness of
some endangered f,lants is not
MOHLENBROCK. CHAI· completeley
known,
RMAN of the North American Mohlenbrock said.
Plant Specialist Group of the
The Jojova plant, native to
Species Survival ComlSSion of
flie International Union for the the Southwestern desert,
Conservation of Nature, led a provides a substitute for whale
delegation of botanists to oil and is used in several
mCN's general assembly in cosmetics. Thirty years ago
February at San Jose, Costa this use of the Jojova plant was
unknown, Mohlenbrod said.
Rica.
to a recent article
Mohlenbrock called for byAccording
Mohlenbrock in "Nature
worldwide cooperation in plant Conservancy"
entitled "Whr,
conservation and reported on
We Save Our Plants?, '
progress of the Species Sur· Should
ability of the Aloe Vera
vival Commission in pin· the
to promote rapid bP~ling
pointing endangered and plant
burns and skin irritations
threatened plants in the United of
has been known for only 50
States.
years.
Mohlenbrock and members
Moblenbrock speculates that
of his commmision are

~::f:forwj.~nrg:=.v':fti::' l~:e °::a~:h~th~::o S~i:S a:

headquartered in Jamaica
Plain, Mass., to preserve rare
plants of the United States.

THE FIRST steps in
preserving plants are to
determine what is rare, why',
and what to do about It,
Mohlenbrock said.
The center hopes to enlist the

Committee
tries to keep
ag bill alive
WASHINGTON (uPI)
The Senate Agriculture
Committee, valiantly trying to
keep pesticide reform alive
this year, approved a system
Wednesday
assessing
manufacturers to speed
review of the safety of older
pesticides.
The heart of the com·
prehensive reform legislation
would give the Environmental
Y

~~~~!n AgJ~~es"tt

=

soothing effect on burns. But
until all species of Aloe are
cl\refully examined, their
usefulness will not be known.
Because of the Aloe plant's
devastated desert habitat, it is
possible that some of the rarer
species of Aloe may become
extlJilct before they can be
examined, Monlenbrock said.

Freddie Whitacre, front left, playa around
on the Tandy 1000 Computer, while
Maurice Whitacre, top left, and Mark a..l,

top right, talk butln... at the Computer
Show held In Ballroom D In the Stuci9nt
Center Wedn..dlly aft.moon.

Sears to stop selling lawn darts
WASHINGTON

(UP!)

-

Sears, Roebuck anr, Co., in
legal action taken in tandem
with the government, agreed
Wednesday to stop selling lawn
darts, an outdoor game that
injures nearly 700 people,
mostly children, every year.
The nation's largest retailer
agreed to pull the game from
store shelves in a consent
decree filed in U.S. District

Court at the same time as a
suit against Sears by the
Consumer Product Safety
Commission was being filed.
About 500 Sears stores
carried lawn darts and are
expected to stop sales im·
mediate!y, according to a
commission statement.
Officials for Sears, based in
Chicago, were not im·
mediately available for

comment.
Three children are known to
have d!ed in game-related
incidents since 1970.
Commission Chairman
Terrence Scanlon said in the
statement that the legal action
with Sears "will sigr-jficantly
advance the commission's
enforcement of the ban on
lawn darts for children.

ISLAMIC DAYS
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
You are cordlaIly InYlted to attend eeveral
_ o lUIIdaataodIogaod JcammgaJOCel4-<og
Islam; the religion of pmcUdng M.u&llme. All
events are free ""d open to the puhUc.

THURSDAY MARCH 31,1988
WOMEN IN ISLAM
Lecture by
Sr. Karen Dllllideon
1,00p.m. Ohio Room 2nd Floor Stwknt Center

VID~ "lsTheBIb1eGod'8W~

A debIltrneal XiiIIied Deedllt ""aJiliimY waggart
8,00 p.m. (1bur8.) 4th Floor Video Lounge Student Center

VIDEO: "THE MESSAGE"
The Ufe of the Prophet Muluunmad {pBUH}
and the revelation of the Holy Qur'""
7,00 p.m. (Thurs.) 4th Floor Video Lounge Student Center

registerecr\efore modern
FRIDAY APRIL 1,1988
health and safety standards
ISLAM: MYTH AND REALITY
were established.
Lecturehy
How to pay for that review is
Dr. JtullZIl Badawl (MuBllm Scholar)
one of many controversies
2,00 p.m. (Fri.) Ball..oomC 2nd FloorStucleDt Center
holding back the bill.
Refreelr.llents will he .uved
By voice vote, the committee
·······ISiAM·~dCiiRis'iUiOTY·"'···
approved a compromise
ADlALOGUE
developed by Sen. Richard
JESUS: A COMMON WEALTH BETWEEN
Lugar, of Indiana, that would
require manufacturers to pay
ISLAM AND CHRISTIANITY
fees to the EPA not only when
Dr. Jamal Badawl
Dr.]lUIIetI Redden
they reregister pesticides, but
Profe88Or of MlIII8(Iement at AND
Profeaeor ofLlngu1stic8 at
also to maintain approval of an
Halifu UnIVersity Canada.
SlU-<:. and lID Inckpendant
estimated 40,000 products
II prominent MU81im Scholar
ChrletJan Worker
registered with the agency.
Friday Apr.. l. 1988 7,oopn. BROWNEAUDITORlUMsru
Because November elections
(Connected to Parkln8OllLab. Next 10 two Story parking lot)
will shorten this year's
RelieeWnent6 will be served
congressional session, most
All above ~te are epoDoored by the Muslim Studeuts' AS!\QdaUOD of C'dal"
experts consider the con·
611 S. Poplar (629-9660)
troversial pesticide reform bill
to be dead.
l;'~.~ 10,:Dr.I:\Y,E~]t:r.~ . ~~;.c,h~:,.}!I8:>

$399

112 Lb. Chopped Steak Dinner

Includes SIIIIld buffet with HOI Spot~
(llIJ·ytllHIUI-NJ) ad btlIu!d poIilIO.

SPECIAL s~n

AII-You-Can-Eat Salad
Bunet and Beverage

.71

A Pf"Ird lind tIw iJIdINIer./mll ~./mll fnIit, ItJI vqet4/JI6
1IINI/JIItI1NJ!1iJIflS. .l)wi.7I(J'priNd

10:30 a.m.-4 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
KIDS 5 & UNCER EAT FREE FROM SELECTED MENU
NO COUPONS NEEDED
K·Mart Plaza • Carbondale

There'. a famUy feellag at Poadel'osa.®

TV advertising heads I Reporter's
plead guilty to fraud suit settled
NEW YORK {UPll --:- Three
former business executive::; for
a !'\ew York City teleVISIOn
station were indicted W('i:lesday with two as~ociates on
charges they bIlked the
television station out of more
than $1.3 millio:l In advertising
revenues.
The five surrendered
voluntarily to face the 17-count.
indictment while two more
suspects were expected to be
arrested in the case, Robert
Morgenthau, Manha !tan
district attorney. said
Three of those indicted,
h6wever. agreed to plead
guilty in a deal for leniency.
Authorities said the three
were going to cooperf,te with
the government and provide
information against the
allegeri ringleader in the scam.
Leo Goldschmidt, 65, an ac·
count executive for Channel 5,
WNYW·TV, when it was owned
by Metromedia.
Two of his former coworkers at the station,
Richard Witkin, 41, then vice
p. esident and commercial
operations manager, and
Stephen Zubernick, 38, then
assistant business manager,
agreed to plead guilty to grand
larceny charges, Morgenthau
said.
In addition, Goldschmidt's
friend of 20 years, Mary Ann
Nevins, 41, was to plead guilty
to scheming to defraud for !ter
role in the scam uncovered
when Rupert Murdoch's Fox
Television Network took over
the station in 1986.
Together with another
Goldschmidt associate, 32year·old Brooklyn media
broker Kenneth Hochman, the

four allegedly ~old more thap
$1.3 mIllIon III co.mmerc,Ial aIr
time at a "dlscount
for
$650.000 and pocketed the
money, the distnct atlorney
saId.
..' _
The three company ofilnals
covered theIr tr<J.cks by
jugglmg ,! he stallUn ~ hook~
and rigglllg the btllt!lg ['am:
puter to falsel~' show ( hallnd 0
had been paId lor the commercla,ls.
l\1orgC'nthau
chal-ged.
.
GOldschm. Idt allegedly set up
a dummy compan~. Stand~rd
Broadcast mg. ruII by :'IIevms.
Standard received . the
payrr.ents! rom the adverllslng
agencies starting in 198:l.
During the. Ihrec-year
scheme. the rmg took m
$400.000 in cash and $2;;0.000 in
goods and scrvices from advertisers. including nearly 100
walches from Tourneau Inc..
Morgenthau said.
.
Several of the ad,,:ertIsers
have t-egun relmbursmg Fox
forthelnoretha~$~~O:OOOlhex

saved on the fake discount
ra~e. . .
.
..
'Fox IS m f:hechlcken coop.
Mor~enthau Joked.
.
Wltkm, of Manhattan, WIll
face two to seven years m
prison for seco'!d-degree
grand larceny, while Zuber·
nick,. oj Monr~, N.Y:, w~s
promISed no I?rIs::on hme. m
exchange for hiS plea to third·
degree grand larceny. the
prose~uto"saId..
.
Nevms. 01 WhIte. Plams,
N.y., at;>o was promIsed no
prison tune for her plea to
scheming .1<;, defraud.
,
In addllton to the gutlty
pleas, the th~ee a~reed to
make $125.000 til restitutIOn,

Witness: Mecham's son
lied in impeachment trial
PHOENIX (UP!) - A former bookkeeper at Gov. Evan
Mecham's car dealership,
claiming the governor's son
had lied, testified Wednesday
the business was critically in
need of cash when it got $80,000
from Mecham's protocol fund.
Lee Christman, office
manager for Mecham Pontiac
from December 1986 to
February 1988, was called as a
rebuttal witness on the second
charge before a Senate court of
impeachment -- that the first·
term Republican governor
illegally loaned state money to
his business from his protocol
fund.
Christman was followed to
the stand by Phoenix attorney
John K. Mangum, expected to
be the final witness on the loan
allegation. Mangum testified
about negotiations on how
money from Mecham's
inaugural ball could be spent
after it was determined it
could not be used to retire
canmaign debts.
Wtiei: Mangum finished
testifying, senators were
expected to decide wbether to
vote immediately on the loan
issue and an obstruction of
justice charge beard earlier or
proceed with a ~tion
that Mecham
a
$350,000 campaign loan on
state-required documents.
Christman contradicted
testimony by Dennis Mecham,
general manager of Mecham
Pontiac, that the business was
in "strong" financial shape
when the loan was made
because the governor wanted
it to earn 9 percent interest
instead of the 5 percent it
earned in a bank account.
Christman said she contacted prosecutors last week

"when I heard Dennis
Mecham lie."
"I was upset with Dennis ... I
felt the truth should be told,"
she told lead defense attorney
J'erris Leonard.
Christman acknowledged
that she never mastered
Mecham Pontiac's computer
system and that sbe was asked
to resign. She said, while
Dennis Mecham gave her a
favorable letter of recommendation, she disagreed with
one paragrapb about her
inability to deal with the
computer.
Mangum said he and two
other lawyers met with
representatives of tbe
Maricopa County state's attorney's office to discuss
disposition of funds raised by
tbe Mecham Inaugural
Committee after it was
learned that a state law ~ed
in 1986 precluded spending the
money for campaign debts,
Mangum said an agreement
was reached that the money
would be turned over w the
governor's office under the
"protocol fund statute."
He said he and other lawyers
advised the governor's chief of
staff that the question of
whether the money was public
or private needed to be
resolved.
The governor bas claimed
the money was private, to be
used at his discretion, except
for political purposes or
personal living expenses.
After the conclusion of
testimony on the prot.ocolloan,
Leonard planned to ask the
Senate to recess the im·
peachment trial, now in its
fifth week, until after
Mecham's criminal triaL

I

LOS ANGELES (uPO
_ Television reporter
Wayne Satz announced
Wednesday the set.
tlement of a suit he filed
against KAB<:.TV l~st
summer for fIring him
after he reported the
station's alleged tam.
pering with ratings.
Satz, of Studio City,
said that under terms of
the settlement he was
precluded
from
disclosing the amount of
money the network.
owned station will pay
him to settle the suit.
"I'm satisfied," he
said. "The offer is a fair
settlement. ft's time to
get on with my life."
A KABC spokesmar
said the Los Angeles
station would have no
comment.
Satz had been a KABC
reporter for 13 years,
doing
investigative
reporting anti acting as
the station's om.
budsman, before he was
terIl"mated in July.
In the Superior Court
suit, Satz claimed he was
fired after insisting the
station broadcast an
interview he did with
station manager John
Severino over his alleged
attempts to boost the
station's ratings.
KABC broadcasted a
news documentary
p-ofiling families whose
television viewing was
the basis for the Nielsen
television ratings. The
ratings are used to set
!,rlvertising rates

!r--------------------------,
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Sculptor Fredda Brilliant displays her statue of .. An American Sail" at her home

Internationally recognized artist
to promote new book on campus
By Dena

Sc~ulte

Staff Writer

Fredda Brilliant, who has
done over 100 sculptures
worldwide, will be present to
autograph her newly released
book,
"Biographies
In

Bl'Onze," from 12 p.m. to 3
p.m. Thursday and Friday. in
the University Bookstore.
"Biographies In Bronze" is a
collection of stories and
bibliographies of many world

~~::rsh::: ~~g~eror~~

Brilliant.
The book, which contains
about 50 photos of her work, is
available in the Student Center
Bookstore for $11.
"I am selling them below
costs because I trunk students
should see the sculptures that
they would otherwise not get a
chance to see," she said.
Models for her s<:ulptures
have included the first prime
minh;ter of India, governffl'S,
painters and dancers.
Twenty year.; ago Great
Britain featured a sculpture
display, "Hail To the British
Commonwealth." Originaily,
the organizers of the British
display set out to collect three
pieces of art from five leading
sculptures from Australia,
Canada, India and other
nations.
"They looked a t mine and
said, 'Either it's hers or it's
th~irs,' and they decided to run
only my sculptures, about 15
peices," Brilliant said. "They
found that I was the only
sculptor who covered the
world."
Her sculptures can be found
in public squares, art
museums and galleries,
Universities and priv~te
collections in England,
Australia, India, Poland,
Israel, the Soviet Union and
the United States.
Brilliant was born in Poland
and grew up in Australia. She
had a studio in London ana is
the only woman to have two
statues in different London
squares.

"They are all real people,"
The University has many of
her sculptures. including two she said. "Each is different
of the former Universitv and I've enjoyed each person
at the time I was with them."
President, Delyte Morris,
modeJ of Gandhi and a bust of
the la te professor Buckmins ter BiilJia~~d~~~n ~n ~u1da~::
Fuller.
and writer. She was on
Brilliant was expecially actress
the cover of Australian
proud of her bust statue of a Women's
Digest in 1947
young black sailor in the U.S.

Matilda Bay
Cooler75¢

53 cover

a

Navy.

"He is made to look afraid,
strong, weak and arrogant, all
at the same time," she said.
"It gives white people a
chance to see what a black
person really looks like not just
their color."
Katherine Dunham, a great
blacl< choreographer, dancer
ana fonner professor at the
University has an original
sculptur~ of the sailor in her
museum in East St. Louis,
Brilliant said.
"Delyte Morris brought her
over to see it and she said she
received statues of black
people all the time, but she had
never seen or, that was made
to look like 1. real American
black person until she saw
mine," Brilliant said.
Dunham told Brilliant that
the sailor had become a
companion who gives her
advice and guidance, she said.
Her inspiration for the statue
came from a sailor she met
while working for the Red
Cross in London during World
War II, she said.
Brilliant has been scuJp:
turing for 53 years. She ~ald
she began during her
childhood.
"I was a childhood natural,"
she said.
Many of her ideas for
sculptures are her own and
some are suggested from
othl:rs, she said.
Brilliant said she begins with
a sketch from whlch she
makes a modeL Later, a
master cast is made, waxed
and then bronzed.
Usually her subjects sit for
her, but occasionally she does
her work from pictures.
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Racism still prevalent in U.S.
pleaded for the
Comm 'lss'lon f'lnds media,
recruitment of blacks by
little change
~:di~~~i,;n:~d television and
since the 19605 C;'!~i~~:'shave r~~o~~

MEMPHIS, Tenn. (uP!) Members of the Kerner
Commission, which Geclared
20 years ago the United States
is moving toward two separate
and unequal races, said at a
reunior' ~. -i!dnesday the same
holds true today.
"We've actually begun to go
backward on poverty,
unemployment and racism,"
said Fred Harris, former
Oklahoma senator and a
member of the commission
formed by President Lyndon
Johnson to study racism in the
country.
Most whites think life for
blacks today is "pretty good,"
Harris said. Most blacks don't,
he said.
Harris and three other
members of the commission
were reunited at a conference
on minorites and the news
media, sponsored by The
Commercial Appeal. April 4
marks the 20th anniversary of
the assassination of Martin
Luther King Jr. in Memphis.
"Our nation is moving
toward two societies, one
black, one white - separate
and unequai," the commission
concluded in 1968.
It also offered remedies, and
in a chapter on the news

"The pool of black journalists is ample. There is no
reason the media can't find
absolutely competent blacks to
carry out that mission,"
Ginsburg said.
Panel members disagreed
mendations go in one ear and
out the other," moderator AI on whether news organizations
Fitzpatrick, assistant vice should let the race of reporters
president of minority affairs influence what stories they are
for
Knight-R:dder assigned to.
Former
commissioner
Newspapers, said at WedKatherine Pt=den said a
nesday's forum.
"While there has been some newspaper was wrong recently
----------------------

Sixty percent of dail t newspapers - most of
them with circulation less than 10,000 emplcy no minorities. Broadcast media fares
better.
improvement, things are still
moving at a snail's pace," he
said.
David Ginsburg, who was
executive director of the
Kerner Commission, agreed
and called the notion that
blacks are well-represented in
newsrooms "absurd."
In 1968, fewer than 5 percent
of people in editorial jobs were
black, Ginsburg said. Today
the figure is only about 6.3
percent, he said.
In addition, he said, 60
percent of daily newspapers most of them with circulation
less than 10,000 - employ no
minorities. Broadcast media
fared better, be said.

to delibera tely assign a black
reporter to interview her about
the commission.
Ginsburg said editors should
consider race in assigning
certain stories.
"I feel that black reporters
are best able to report not only
on ghettoes, but on the wider
black community," he said.
He said white reporters
usually are at a loss going into
such situations.
"They don't understand.
They don't know with whom to
speak."
Former
commissioner
James Corman was the panel's
fourth member.

Easter
Sunrise Service
Stone House

"Chancellor's residence"
Douglas Drive 1 mile west of Arena

6:30 A.M. (Daylight Savings Time)
Sponsored by:
Thompson Point Executive Council
and Campus Ministries

Reception following the service
Sus transportation available from Grinnel
and Lentz Hall

Former Ku Klux Klan leader
testifies on conspiracy charge
FORT SMITH, Ark. (UPI) The former leader of the
M.;chigan Ku Klux Klan, one of
13 white supremacists on trial
charged with conspiracy,
denied Wednesday that he
plotted to overthrow the
gov~rnment, but said he
believes "all government is
evil."
Robert Miles, 63, of
Cohoctah, Mich., also testified
during his second day on the
witness stand that he thought
right-wing groups should
emulate the inner loyalty of
the Mafia.
In addition, he disputed the
testimooy of a government
witness who said Miles gave
him a drum of sodium cyanide
in 1981 that was to have been
used to poison public water
supplies.
Miles, who was grand
dragon of the Michigan klan, is
now leader of the Mountain
Church of the Jesus Christ The
Savior, and is said to be the No.
2 man of the Aryan Nations
Church.
He is one of nine standing

Child's videotape
replayed for jury
NEWARK, N.J. (UP!) - A
jury watched a replay Wednesday of the videotaped
testimony of a child wbolle
comments to a nurse taking his
temperature rectally sparked
the investigation into alleged
widespread molestation at a
day care center.

d~=c!: r~t~~

=

former day care teacber
Margaret Kelly Michaels, the
Superior COlll't jury also
stopped briefly to listen to a
readback of testimony from
the nurse.
Michaels, 25, a former
teacher at the Wee care Day
Nursery in Maplewood, faces
131 counts of sexual assault
and of making threats against
her 20 alleged victims and
their families in order to keep
the children quiet.

trial in U.S. District Court on
charges of seditious conspiracy for allegedly plotting
to overthrow the government
and replace it with an "Aryan
Nation" in the Pacific Northwest. ODe of tile aiDe aDd
four others also are on trial
charged with conspiracy to
assassinate two federal officials in Arkansas - a judge
and an FBI agent. Two of the
13 also are charged with interstate transportation of
stolen money.
"To me, all government is
evil," Miles testified. "It's like
medicine. If you're not sick,
yoo don't need it. It's a
necessary evil that gets
abused because man has an
instinct to control."
Of the federal government,
he said, "It's corrupt and selfserving ... sometimes akin to a
school of sharks feeding."
Miles disputed testimony of
government witness James
Ellison, the former leader of
the religious-paramilitary

group The Covenant, the
Sword and the Arm of the
Lord, who testified Miles gave
him a drum of sodium cyanide
in 1981 when they met at a
survivalist gun show in
Dearborn, M.idl. The chemical
allegedly was to have been
used to poison public water
supplies.
Miles said he and Ellison did
meet at the gun show but spent
only 10 to 15 minutes talking to
him. He said he never gave
him any cyanide.
He said he attended the July,
1983, Aryan Nations Congress
in Hayden Lake, Idaho, where
the government contends the
conspiracy scheme was hatched.
Miles denied those attending
the meeting plotle" a government overthrow, but had
gathered instead seeking
unity. He said the gatherings
in the home of Aryan Nation
leader Richard Butler, one of
the defendants, consisted of
"open-house coffee chatter."
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ENTERTAINMENT
Tues.-Sat.
8p.m.-2a.m.
(IF NOT LATERJII)

Don't miss the excitement of
\ Southern Illinois' finest entertainment

~"et'l
~"et'4

[ffi~@ffi
~ a.m.

TUESDAY, APRIL 5, 10:00
SHRYOCK AUDITORIUM SIU-C
Presented by

Fish Nite

Wednesday:

5pm.9pm • 53.SO per ___

Friday:

Steak
Nite
5pm-9pm. '6.50 per _ _

THE TALKING HANDS THEATRE TROUPE
Subsidiary of Center on Deafness. Des Platnes. L.
Tickels are available allhe Studenl Center Central Ticket Ofhce and the dOOf.
Admission: 52.00 Adults. 5 t .25 Students
Sponsored by the Studenl Cenler
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Happy Easter

1412 W. Main - Carbondale
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Happy Easter

Happy Easter to All from
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Happy Easter
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Happy Easter
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Easter Greetings
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Wishes You A
Happy Easter
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Chiropractic Physician
Woodard Chiropractic Center
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Happy Easter
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a Happy Easter
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Easter
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Happy

-

Easter
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Ike Buick. Honda. & Nissan
Highway 13

3 miles E. of Carbondale

Happy Easter!
Compliments of

Orpha&Leon
Streigel
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Kate Hulbert, 2 ,ex.,eriences holding a rabbit
for the first time at Will and Vic's Fish Net In

the Murdale Shopping Center. Kate is the
daughter of Julie and Mark Hulbert.

Cuddly bunnies need love,
shelter after Easter, also
By Nora Bentley
Student Writer

It is soft and cuddly. It looks
so cute in the pet shop window
that you can't resist bringing it
home as an Easter present for
your child.
However, at least 20 rabbits
purchased at Easter will pnd
up at the Carbondale Humane
Society Shelter, Cindy Nelson,
shelter manager said.
The rabbits that are brought
to the shelter sometimes are
given to people who raise
rabbits, but many of them

m~~p~t~SI~~bits

have
been sofa at Will and Vic's Fish
Net, a Carbondale pet shop,
said Donnett Jimenez, an
employee. The cost of rabbits
ranges from $12 to $25,
depending on the type that is
purchased.
The Fish Net carries four
types of rabbits. Jimenez said.

~:~ro~n~~~ear:.ts~~ l:!t
usually art. purchased after
their price is reduced.
Unwanted rabbits are
brought to the Humane Society
up to six months after Easter,
Nelson said, adding that many
of them are brought in because
they have become unruly.
"It's not a good idea to buy
rabbits as pets for children
because th'! male rabbits tend
to get mean when thev reach
their sexual maturity," Nelson
said. Lack of space to house
pet rabbits is another complaint, Nelson said.
The Humane Society has
been trying to reduce the
number of rabbits brought to
the shelter by running public
service announcements on
local radio stations and
newpapers.
One
announcement deals with the
problem of rabbits and chicks

$8.99

being injured or killed by
children who handle them too
l'Ougbly.
But a psychology instructor
f ,ys there is a positive side to
purchasing rabbits for
children.
"They can teach children
·esponsibility because they
have to feed and take cara of
them," Brenda Gilbert said.
Rabbits as pets need a lot of
care, and this encourages
children to be responsible,
Gilbert said, adding that
having a rabbit or another
type of animal can also help
children develop relationships.

-

.~

The American Tap
11 :30 to 8:00

Spring Special

Rival experts disagree
on Baby M visitation rights
HACKENSACK. N.J. (UPI) be protected until she is 10 and
- Rival expert witnesses both old enough "to understand the
testified Wednesday that Baby facts of her conception."
M should be allowed to build a
But Dr. Harold Koplewicz, a
relationship with surrogate Long Island Jewish Hospital
mother Mary Beth Whitehead psychiatrist testifying on
Gould, but greatly disagreed behalf of Whitehead Gould,
on when that relationship recommended increased
should begin.
visitation beginning imLee
Salk.,
a
child mediately with the child now
psychologist from Cornell known as MelisUl Stern.
University who testified for the
In an UD.precedented ruling,
child's father, William Stern, the state high court last month
said the 2-year-old girl should gave the Sterns custody.

For a large Quatro's cheezy deep pan
pizza with l-item, 4-large 160z. bottl.s
of Pepsi topped off with fast, free d&livery
from 11-2 & 5-c1ose.

9.!1iJI5r&. 1if r
-

Sp&:eial of the Month

MYERS'S RUM

51.10
4 Regulation

DART BOARDS
Sign up for leaauea

Drafts

Pitchers
Speed rails

3 'or 1
3 'or 1 Call Liquor

45C
'2.45
'I . 75
'2.Z5

After 8·QO

.&1m and
receive a draft FREE
California Coolers' 5 C
Any shot of

-'
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'Royko' takes over stage
Comic portrays
Tribune writer's
personality, wit

®l ~~"
~
Southern
{ReCYCling Center
We Buy

(ly Dena Schulte

Aluminum Cans-GLass-Metals

UaffWriter

We Accept

Kevin Purcell's portrayal of
Chicago Tribune coJulunist
IIIike Royko is a funny,
sometimes serious. satire of
R:;yko's overall personality.
Purcell became Royko
during his performance, right
down to the glas~:es, chain
smoking, dry humor and
sarcasm. The only element of
Rovko that Purcell didn't
portray was his baldness.

Newspaper-Cardboard
Mon. & Thurs. Noon-5pm
Sat.lOam-5pm

~

~

PUi'cell look the audience
into Royko's office, where the
Chicago Cubs, aging, Martin

~~~r~ ~~3'L~~~ ~r~n!'~~~~

discussed.
The show was a combination
of stand-up comedy based on
Royko's columns, responses to
his mail and short skits with a
pianist.
From criticizing Richard
Daley, the late mayor of
Chicago, to praising Martin

Purcell described Royko as
taking a magazine 9uiz about
life expectancy and fmding out
he should have died seven
years ago. "The only exercise
I get is walking down
escalators," he said.
Among the many columns
Purcell chose to bring to life
was "Save the Kitty from
Extinction. " In the column,
Royko made a plea to young
children to convince their
varents to save his fourth and
unwanted kitty from becoming
a meal to his friend's
Piranhas.
"So You Think You're a Cub
Fan, " included a Cub quiz,
seventh-inning stretch and a

Saints
QI'oronn

Sa" Photo by Rag., Hart

Kevin Purcell, performs 'Royko' at the Calipre Stage Tuesday
night.
sing-a-long to "Take Me Out to
the BaUgame."
Purcell played on Royko's
column about people who
experience it self identity
crises from reading advice
columns. "I've never had an
identity crisis before. It would
be very depressing to be
running around all the time
looking for myself," he said.
The only identity crisis

!:rk~h:idhehfou«;r~~~n~~
birth certificate said his name
was Mitchell. "How could my
name have been Mitcheil all
these years without me
knowing it'?"

Times & Tickets
Dates:
"Royko" wi~ be presented at 8
p.m. tonight al the CaJipre Stage.
second floor of the Com·
munications Building.

~~f~~?'ns of writing a social
Suzy's vehemence was
directed at a column
Newsday's James Revson
penned last week and called

:.oe:.tfc~tel6'e S~tg~~

g05Sip columnist for not attending the events she writes
about.
"I want Suzy's job," wrote
Revson, 35, the son of Revlon
cosmetic company's cofounder, Joseph Revson. "It's
fun. It's simple. It's such a
breeze. She doesn't even have
to leave the house."
Revson noted that of the 32
guests Suzy reported had
attended a gala last week for
the Metropolitan Museum of
Art, only 12 showed up. "I felt
cheated and used," RevsOD
wrote.
Asked what he thought about
Suzy's blistering retort
Wednesday, Revson shrugged

=

County School District, said

Available al Calipre Stage box

, ...;e 1 10 4:30 p.m. For
reservations call 453·2291.

Prices:

HAPPY HOUR
8-10

3 ...
3 ...... for.Buclc
2 for 1 MI.ecI Drlnb

3 ...... tor
• Budd

HANGAR HOTLINE 549.1233

pears Vet Clini
~---lannounceS------I

Richard JeHerson, D.V.M.
has ioined our staff

$3.50

and said, "I'm the new kid on
tbeblock."
Suzy, who began her career
on the society pages of the

~~=i ~f::e inis1~!e~
Mehle, admitted to her fans in
Wednesday's column that she
had indeed written about the
Met bash from a press release
before she left on vacation.
"I'm wonderful, but how can I
go to 2,000 parties a year'?"
However, she insisted the
"liar and the snake" Revson
was far from dethroning her as
queen of the gossips.
"I am very proud of my
reputation. I bow in accuracy
and meticulousness and
decency to no one. That is the
reasOD I have survived aD
these long years - that and
because in my field, I am the
best and the brightest there
is."

dogs attacked Ollie, biting his
leg and neck.

Watson said the dog could be
Gale were taking a lunchtime
stroD. As always, Ollie, an lraumatized.
Australian shepherd, was
"It could do two things, or it
leading the way.
may not do anything," said
Two mixed~breed bulldogs Watson. "It could make him
from a neighborbood residence become very aggressive
came toward the strollers. towards other animals and he
Gale pointed out the dogs to won't be able to work in public,
Watson, but at first they were or it could make him retreat.
not alarmed. Suddenly, the We really don't know."
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HAPPY HOUR

1.25

Tickets:

Bulldogs attack seeing-eye dog
~~~~:!~CrnedM:::
PENSACOLA, Fla. (UPI) A seeing-eye dog that was
attacked by two mixed-breed
bulldogs while leading his
master on a walk may be too
traumatized to work again, the
owner said Wednesday.
"I have been through an
ordeal I don't ever want to go
through again, .. said Linda
Watson.
Watson, a switchboard
operator for the Escambia

~,...~

Stolichnaya 1.10

Gossip columnists trade insults
NEW YORK (UPI) - The
catfight among New York
City's gossip columnists
reached a frenzy Wednesday
with Suzy, the czarina of
rumor for the New York Post,
hissing a seething retort to
New York Newsday's new-kidon-the-block columnist who
had accused her of fabricating
ber juicy tidbits.
The society page war bad
Suzy, a premier gossip
columnist syndicated to 100
newspapers, defending her
reputation as a chronicler of
New York's jet set.
"It seems you just can't
leave town anymore without a
crock hitting the fan," wrote
Suzy, just back from a week on
the Caribbean isle of Mustique,
playground for Mick Jagger
and pals. "This time the slime
oozed from a jerk at Newsday,
someone no one I know ever
heard of - including me - a
know-nothin2 who has

Ir;\
\(!1

~

~A.GA~
Modern Day

Theater Review

~~~:!r~~~f/:nd~~~;;!~cter

r 22~~.:a~~~::n ~

&

Charles Spears, D.V.M.
has returned to work
Appointments Available
9 to 5 Mon. thru Frl.
&5at. 8to 12

Rt. 51 South

457-4813

Why Take a Chance When
You Can Get a Full House At

University Hall([15
.Solar Heated Pool
- Directly East of Schneider
- Dining Services
-Laundry Facilities
- Dietician Consultant on Staff
-Variety of Recreational Activities
-Large, Sunken Main Floor Lounge
-Private & Double Rooms

Booking TC'I,"

j

l

~

Daily 549-2050

If no answer, leave name & number

Open 9am·5pm

1101 S. Wall St.

~

Former judge I
on high court!
dies at home
N"ORMAL, Ill. ( UPI J Former Illinois SUl)reme Court
Justice Robert Underv.'ood. the
longest sc~ving jurist on the
high court. died Wednesday of
an apparent heart attack. He
was 72.

Underwood, a judge for 38
years - more than 22 of t"em
on the Supreme Court - died
at his home following
breakfast with his wife,
Dorothy. Following the meal
he collapsed in the kitchen.
Efforts by paramedics and a
doctor to revive him failed .
Richard T. Dunn, a partner
in the Bloomington law firm
that
Underwood
was
associated with, said the
former Supreme Court justice
put in a full day of work
Tuesday and showed no signs
of any problems.
"He was a wonderful Dlan,"
Dunn said.
Supreme court justices said
in a statement, "Justice Underwood brought to the court's
important duties superb
abilities, integrity and industry. He was modest and
thoughtful and a delightful
colleague and friend. The
court will remember him with
pride, affection and honor."
U.S. District Judge Richard
Mills, a longtime friend of
Underwood, said he had
spoken with him recently and
noted that he "felt great and
seemed to be enjoying very
much his quasi-retirement."
"He leaves an indelible
mark
on
Illinois
jur'.sprudence," Mills said.
"His scholarship and common
sense and his unflagging integrity have become the
standard by which all of us in
the judiciary are judged...
Donald Schiller of Chicago,
president of the Dlinois State
Bar Association, said Underwood earned and received
the highest praise from the
state's legal profession and the
public from bis steady
leadership on the court.
"The Illinois legal profession
mourns bis deatb and
reiterates the extremely high
esteem in which be was held."
Underwood, spent more than
22 years on the Supreme Court,
before retiring in December
1984 to a private law practice
s') he could spend more time
witil his family.
"I've seen some judges wbo
stayed too long, and I decided
that if I were going to err, I
would err on the side of leaving
too soon rather than staying
too late ... and I hope I did,"
the jurist said of his retirement
from the bench.
Visitation will be from 4 p.m.
to 8 p.m. Thursday at the
Metzler-Froelich Memorial
Home in Bloomington. Funeral
services will be at 1:30 p.m.
Friday at the First United
Methodist Church in Normal.
Burial will be in Funks Grove
Cemetery in Funks Grove.
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anlmol f>rlnt;. Largest u/.ctJon of
i li09&r-1 •. ,"So. 111. 529-411517
4-I·B8
'.
_ 2S62Afl25
WEDDING RING SET 14 ko,o; gold.
I quorte-r karat dIamond. WOI"n two
mont;'.$_ Very pretty. FX>'d S315
Askmg IllS CoIIK.1I1 OhM J p.m
' 529,'055

'80 YAMAHA XS 400. rea' luggog.

' 4'6-88 .... . . .

I

I

2'191Acl28

'·;·88

.. . . .

3007A1I27

1~:~lDA RX7 sPc1. !~;8:~!t:' : :wy~~ o~s: ~:'I::rs~U4~~ ~~s~~-c;!;O!~~~,r193~~9~

S
coss. sun-roof. 81.xxx Alpine spkrs
MU's' s*U S..200obo ...51·7394
4-/1·88.
. . ...
255fAol30

mll.o~,

4.e·88 .... .... ...

942·2018

~~:'~S~~o~:'~~".~~7Rf.~L <hoop

t:8~8DATiiSN

3 IOGX . •x~3~r:

Ipd. pb. p.s. om.fm can, sunrt"",t."o

~2~. S2QOO. obo S49-8IOb or 5..9·
196.;:sMOI~ZA:i pi';.2.~-:~~;:'

:,~::!' ;!"5;!o/3'ae':t:' :~~~;~
~:'04sJbo.{t
2~ :rl.:; :;~

197B PONTIAC SUNSIIID WAGON.
PI. ph. auto. f,..sh eng{'" ond trans.
Good highway COf. n"",
body
good condition. 25 plu. mpg. 58SO
obo529-4960.
4.e-88 . . . . . . . . . . . 296IAa121
1980 REO·BLACK CHEVY Cllollo..

.hleld. rode. co .. gLardS. very
clean. must IN. SSOO or best. 5:-1J9S3 Ja.
3·31 ............... ' .. J046A<l24
1983 YAMAHA I/X50 .,..... blk..
1600 mIle•• • harp.•""-<>om cond.
5375 ~bo867·2966 onyllm..

co.d .. 527950bo. 549-8286.
3-3138 .............. 2967AoI24

m_.

C...... H. $1'195. '82 Dalsun Pickup 4

,//2 YAMAHA 400 'KA (liED) • • X·
..
<Ondlt/on. $900obo. Coli 5"'2517.
29IIA<l30
'14 YAMAHA VIllA GO
1000
G.I\IIAGE kept. tuns exc.• lois of
. _ . 4.xo ml .... S2200 ..,It Motk
.... " ..... 2987A<IX

1977 fOlIO THHE QUMTSI _
,.....'
__ ,.,a..."ffwee

SHELffE PUPS-AKC ShOfs at'ld
'NOf'med. rnamplon blood line,
SISO.549-560401"451·6033.
4-1·88 . . . . . . . . . . . 2521Ah!25
PUPPIES, GER. SHEP.· LoborP"Sull
SIO 10.... ' bill. 10k.. 0"" John 54~·
25JOAhl26
LOVE BIRD SABlES. Ion,e. ~and I.d.

I
I4-'....

11_,

U.... . .. . .. . .. .
~":-~~'

~~'5~!':;_~36many
................ '" .... JOIJAcI2.

\"

eo.'

. _ ........

l;···.·· ......". '........... '.'
.

....1'

B'CYclo.

. . . . . .' ............ .

VlTAS PIIOFESSIONAl 56 <m pro
componen' Milo ' - _ , ..Is
Coli 457-4670.
4-1 ....
296JA1I25

."""'="""""~="""'''''''

__~

~.:,....'....... '. Sporting Good.

=. =.

~

KAYAK

PHINOX. ;HQ.UOES lloa'

~~5Mo":~5=·

~'~ J OC=.L~~ ti._.fi

GOV7 SfIIEO HOMES

~l""

~

,'lor
.GO.bode(U

=_~m":'~ 1~'N$"

4-4-aI ......... . ... 2ftlAaI26
1.'7 CHfVY it CAMINO SS _

"".... ..•........•. _AdllS

:;:;:-,.,.:t1oo::.;i,......,.., I
~OAAcco.iD.dr.~!~.
-,-deon.

H.".,.

EASTER BUNNY·S. DOE·S-Sueks·
I hlode
01
City
Park (6IS) 942-5132.
2913Ahl25

ftyers

~1::· .............. 316IA<l33I'

::::';:;'~"U(JO.___

S2600$29-J9Of.
......... .............. 31_126
1940 CHfVfTTf GOOO CONO .
76••"" mI. 2dr.. 'ad •. 0. 549·54Oa.
J06IADI39

i -II! . .

~~o' '7;' GA.iiili: 'E~3~~~ I ~~...ve m...a~ ... '
$225. Call Etl<_6p.m. 549·5845.

605N IIIlnal•. 549·1331.
4-5·" .............. 3OO9ADI27
1982 CAMERO. AUTO. AIR. ps. pII.
am·'," co... 1><0. 63.x.-. mi .• • xc.
cond.SJ500coll549"2I6.
4-1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29_125
79 CHEV£rTE 4 011 .• 43Jrxx mI. Call
29l1DADI32

::: :,:,,$=~

I

4-4................... 2971A<l26 : 457·77040r549·356O.0.k/...·NoIan
1986 KAWASAKI 1000II NINJA.
4-7·"
............ 3042Ah 129

ex",".nt conditIOn. 6117-4545. " no
an.w..-.Iea..
4.e ................... 316OA<l2B
1981 HONDA &50 CUSTOM. Great
condillon SJOOIi. Call ;2'-354/1 osk

'85 ~ "JANT $3600••.., Phoentx
1 $2495.
'/13 Co... "., S2475. '13

I ~~'~ $350 II'm.529~25:mAG 11.
FReE. BlJl87 MATH·CH;p with WYSf
I ~9$~:~;':~S::~S ~2~:;

,re:;,
I 5-1
2972Agl53
I" ....:
Uio HONDA CM200T 4.~~~/~~ . Pet. Dnd SuppHe.

893·4085.
81

~~r.~: S~';oo:129~. cond..
4-6·81 ............. 2962A"I28
1983 VW //AUIT. 2011. HATCH. 4

~~~~~

EI.ctronlcs

~9~~5UZUKI GS6s*S:6=~~'~~~ I r::::::!.:~O~o;'~LL: .:~R~~!:oE

~~. ~~\,.j ~5 :~~.'•.• "'OS. $695
4-7--18 ..... _.. '. -,. 3052AciH

pt. o'r. 'm. many new porfs and
:~~:; R~',' g~t.$8S05~;!.~:i28

",..s.

offer 400 p.m
J.JI ..R1I:

2893.
3·31 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2998Acl2.

~::d;U~~~"::. ::.O:jllo~ S~~

0'<.
2510Aol28

r,.--.. .

eJl:c. cond. Cotl Mar' 519-

~~}:;~~~H~~:;::i8!t,·peed.

~Jtl~~~~

Call 536·3311

~ ~itESC;~E~~~ elf~r~;~~~~:f~~:~~

Motorcy<les

82 "'ONDA GLSOO SJ/ve,...'rng In·
I.rdate. low ml'e~ sxc cond
}oodedIS135D.S .. 91 .. !6c(16c m
'·31·88
25J9A.:124

'0

5215

="~~.!S~"7. ~:;:;.;::
;ooo:."S-~ co..... 1..os-417·

~

~~~~~9r ~~'~~" ~~.,sm~~!.~~om:,~

colil!i'c1~r dolls S'OO GIe'S d/splo'f
lobi. S50 0011 ho·,' .. e one f1.o-rn. 175
:S;~8lsS1nllerJ lOp M
2H8Afl3t'

-~

5 p m

~~!:a~'......... :...

w. can " •• p ,oa.

C dole ,,~;
1208Ab l3's

ro.:k. Sock res' and winds!1ieid N{th
two helme"_ ".500 m~i.s, Red, mm'
5799 CoIlJohn687-421B
..... -88
254'AcJ26
NEW BLACK SPItft- Good cone Co:l
4423
I Fra.c ••• ,529·3820 HOO obo.
4· '·88 .
, 2353Ao r2S ' .·'·88.....
. . . . 2S56Acl25
'82
DODGE
CHALLENGER·: J985 StilUKI 5S0 L, block '" color
MtTSUa'SHI. good condillon. look
Only 4000 miles. Greof firs' 4j"'9.
bell.... Mu.1 ••11. $26;0 obo. 549·
SI600obo.529·3839.

~. t:~h~;::99:'2

•
.--

""noJ~

!

, "57-TGir
,4·/-88.
.
2(37AaI2:
:981 HONDA ACCORD ~)( Ssp.Oir
I p~. pb. or,\.fmcaulII' e,l,'C: conddlol"l
; S25oo.5'9·2022
.
4·)·88
2S63Aol25
MGB 1977 CONVERTl8tE NEW fOp. 4 I
spd, w·overdnve. w're spoJ.;e·
wheels. 72000 actuaJ mJ/.,s SSOO,
below book volu •• SJ615 coli 687 I

<pd. om·lm <OSl. 56xxx ml. llood

.Id.,. Nood.d
.1'.... Nood ...
_Ibtoto

TRANSMISSION REPAIR AAA AufO
C DALE IABtE·800Tff. ~ a"gcnltd
Solas ond Serv . (fO{('1ed,.. Eos' SId", . :-ht:<q, 1110 :Jntque mJ"J chfno

SUICK CENTUP.Y r982. nmitod, very
cleon. must u,JJ Calf otler 5 pm

'

.J

. Moltllo Homos :: ..

.

:::.=r::~'1...~

549-1712 _ _ _ 01<15/.

....................... 21_126
JUST IIfCfIVfOA ",..../oadol_ 2
GIld , , . - living _ _ • SI.5
GIld up.
$N. Vorlouo
colon ond .1yIe•. Wlld-..d Sa.... J
ml. S Unlv. Moll on GianI City lload.
C'da •• 529-533I .
3031... .
. .... 2333Am124

_'nrs.

"'7'" ..............

en

en
fU

•
U

----

~

en
en

--U
~

=.~.!s~~ ::;.t:~

YOW"..-. Iuyera co..Jde. 1-805-417·
6OGO .d. • -9SOI.
U . . .............. 1516AcJ130
74 LINCOlN - ' K IV; o/r; crula.;
......".... bott.y• •x"""sl. VOf}'
~I ••

run. ,,-. Sf<JO net·

Call PcwI457-7039 mom. '" .....
....... ....... . .... 2"'""126
1979 HONDA ACCOIIO. HIIK. 5 spd.
om-1m. 30 mPl/ • • /1_. good con·
dillon. 51600....11 N5-4I19.
4-5 .................. 25IIADI27
MAZDA.x7. 46.xxx m/.. "",.Im. pII.
,..", def. new ",.... mint condo Mu,'
.."'$19SO.5411-4091.
Jo3l .................. 2516AcJ124
1974 T/lIUMI'H T/I6 IIOAOSTfII II".
new. TINs. electrfc oNnlrI.,. alpine
om·1m _ ..".. roll bat. 11..... _11
$3000 01>0 529-4126.
........ .............. 2523AD121
1978 FOlIO FA_OHT PS. _-1m.
~. no ....... good.-d. 51 ISO 01>0
529-2090.
....... .............. 2521Ao 125
1M2 MAZDA .x7 5 ~. oil"
condltlon'ng. am·lm cas•• " ••
SS.3OO. Call Jeff 01549-7.7.
4-6-aI .....•........ 2JJ6Aa 128
NEED A CAI!? W. " _ no In·
no quol/lylng for credit. W.
will pG'I .... h for _
car. C and J
Sa••• NS-6634.
......... .............. 2422Ao126
1914 ;'IERO. 25.000 mI.. abool.".
mIn' condition. oc. whit. color.
55500. Call 549-7210 10" a' nlghl.
4·21 .................. 2526Ao139
1940 HONDA CIVIC. 2011. 5 .pd. O-C.
am·fm colleH., l5 m.p.g. e.c.
.-d. Mu., ••11 51400.529·2392.
3·31 ................. 255OAa124
'80 MAZDA 626 5 sod. all". good
condo Mull ••11 S 1700 01>0 529-5631
or 529·2524
4-5.... ............ . 2547..... ,27
DATSUN 200SX SJ500 <lea. w-oll
.dros·J(ramM gulfar pd. $4.s0 fok.
$225 abo. K''''J:e w·b.d wheadboard $200. 6117·33SO 2·9 p.m.
4·5·81
2434Aa127

_I.

We offer a variety of
dress·up parts &
accessories.
Full·color catalog
available.
Hrs: Mon.·Sat. 10·6
Rt.13W
(21\ m.... W.•f Ramada Inn)
between Carbondale &

Mu,.,nysbor.

219580126

• .DaU)I Egyptian. MaTch U .

.was. Rage I ~

APn!sldent who con't
his OIAln stoff .. '
Avice-president woo's 0.
w,mp ... Amlht!1f1sttC

COOlfOI

e}\c~eo.chef

wro oppe!lfs

What's hOPllt'lltilg to our

Grund Old Party?

SEVERAl AVAil. BEe. Aug. 16. Yeor
I.ose '*'tu1rttd. C/o•• to c:ompUI. no
pe's. $l1JO.$5OO. S29·25Jl
.·22-88 '
~~52Bbl,",

• BORM HOUSE. FURN, 0<. col",,,. ..
close to S'U. Avail. May. All.,. noon,
.57·7782 or $.49 ..265
5·11," '
' 210681>153

Sanglasses
We need 0. canduJate
we candeptnd upon.

~~,:>«~..u:'~~bI:-oj",~'i

SPACIOUS FURN. 01/ unfurn. all
brtC'K. l.... or 5 bdl'ms.. efMf9),
.Hlden'. quJ., arH. 457·S276.
....." .. ,
' ,. 22 IBIb 130

I

to be a cowo.rd ...

0'

CARBONDALE 3 IORM 2 lATH.

f

pe'.

m'les s.
campus. No
$300ma. ondd_", 687·3893.
•• 1-88 " " , . , ...... , 2S408bl25

A'.URPHYS8010. TWO BEDIIOOM.

;::~o!":;'~~'~~:'':~=; :r:!:';r1':::,~sn:' ~uJe~::::~

AprIl I. $575. $.49·19.fO.
3·31·" ., , .. ,.""" 2239ab12.
ENGLAND IfEIGHTS HOMES. 2 bdrm

shoring. No peg. l.eo... Avail. ~y
15. 5230. $.49·6596,
4..9." .
, , 25598bl30

::;:r. s;,~'n~~n:r:::~:,/t7~

ma. Call.57·1337 or .57-11220 olt.r 5
p.m.
4-12-88 , . " " " . " , . 2 _ 1 3 2
NfCE 2.S.4 Gnd ~ bdrm houses. J on
Mill S'. Call Clyde Swom"" 01 529·

5m

4-26·" .. , . _ . . .. .... 2308Bb ,.2
TOP C'OAIE lOCATIONS lor Fall.
2.3 ••• and 5 bdrm furnIshed hous...
no pelS. coli 684.. I.f5.
.·29·" .............. 2386Bb 1.f5
DISCOUNT HOUSING. 2.3. ond •
bdrm furnished house•. 2
we.' of
C'do/r Ramodo Inn. <all 684·.'.5.
4-29·" .......... , . 2385abl.5
• BDIIM. 2 lATH. BIG rooms.
remod./ed. nlc.. J04 E College.
""""abl.Aug. 1.5500. 1·9B5·2567.
• ·5·88 .......... , .. , . 2509Bb127
FURN TWO BDRM hou,e. Wall·'o,
wall eorpe'. gos hlPO'. Ot. Avoll. Mor
18.1988. Cafl.57.7939fo<lnlo.

,. 256011h130

1fI'

~i~TlfUICOiiNTriY Sm,!~.I2;

NICE. 3'(' IDIIM HOUSE. close to
compus. parilally furnIShed wml<rOW<Mt. I era. yard. SI80 mo.
529·1219. ask for TIm .
4-1-88 .... , . , ... , , ... 2553Bbl25
FOUR BED/IOOM BEHIND 11K C.n'",
ovollobl. in Augul' for 9 01" 12
man,hI.5.9·3174.

I

t:::NlCi 3'BDRM ~s.2;;:::'':
~ area,

~~;. ~a~;m.~l:th~-:'r.O::~

mfr' oll", w-d. flrep'ace.
~90.yard. Aygll. 5·15.

aIr. w-d hook up. mIcro _...

..I.BB .. , . , .. , ...... , 2565Bbl25

min. from town. Use of swimming

=~~=:bI.::~~~:':·i:OO':~~:

parents "gnaw,. n..d.d for leGS..
A .....,I. Jun. I. Call 529 ..253 bor!ore
5. and 529-48011 011... 5,
.-11-88 ....... , ....... 234380130
SMALl ONE SDRM on GIant Clly
810cklop. Call .f51-11155 osk f", Phil
Smllh. Alter 7 p.m .•57-11«5.
.·1'" ,
2.29Ib 125

(Mus.....t.",mllM:f'far-failoption)

1. 1 '4 mllet.~. on Park from Woll
.. Idrm. 2 ,irlJ. I'IMd 2 mor. ~Ieo

All U'iU.6ft kKiuO.dlSlDO mG.
2. 1 Y. mi .... Ecn.onPorkfromWall'
"Bdrm.l"..ds3~

WcuherlOryer.AlIUtUittesinc.

SI40omo.
3.

Xll~rvt.w

I penanneech2mor.

38drm,Watt..r/~rinc ..

. 529·

t;:,:c!:
~!:~~~~'~:':bJ!
1Jf,' ..

OUOSI 'rom So/UK! l.oundromof
an H'ghway 51 South. Awl/, May 15
·3 bdrm same IocoIlon avail.
15 . 529·132•.
4-21-118 ........ ,. , .. , 25$.4BbI39
CENTEII OF CARBONDAlE I Hugel
Furnished' 2 big bedrooms. $l001
Immedlo'.1y owllabl•. $.49·3850
+1-88 .......... " .. 2569Bb125
BOONIESI ECON(.IMICAII NICEI
Mow'''' I'IOW. 2 bdrmJ. }2251 1 mJ
/0 SIU. Appllonc;es. 5.9·3850.
4-1-88 . . . . . . . . , . . . . 2567BbI25
FURN 4 IIDIIM HOUSE. 01/ ull' 'ncl.
Close'o campus. ova". MOl' 15 .•57,
5080.
.·11-111 ... , . . . . . . . . 235BBbl31
PfIOFESSO/l'S SUMMER SUBLET 2
bedroom - . . . beautifully fur.
nlshed. centrol a·e, .. blocks from
""mpus. $JOO mo. 529..259.
3.31-88 ......... , .... 257IBbI2.

""8"S'

S375mo .
... 5D700k.3Bdrm (holNa}
ao-menl, Walher/Dry.r
1 gin. I guy need' mDnI person

$l60eo. antO..
5.609N.AlmoncI.38drm
Garage. W...... /Drp<
S31S a mo.
6. '13W. han. 3Bdrm (Poah)
family Room. Firwphxe

Waher/Dryw.JncIoMdIock
Porch,ParkarAoon..
15250 mo.

d~.· Preview some 01
Ca~bondale's finest
two bedroom
apartments. VAIL.
PARK TOWNE, TRAILS
WEST, HICKORY GLADE.

Good locations
Great Prices

Geor.etoWD

LuzuryApt••

2.3.4 Persons
Summer. Fall
629-2187

(2-10) or leave message
Tue.-Thurs.-rra

1-5pm
Silt 11-2om

Royal Rentals

Occupancy Now,
Summer or Fall

~~

WoodruH Services

,..

~~57-3321

"

c.

1
,

I't":!r-::u::

prof~

malntenana

5taI'f and a 24-hour
emergency phone number.
We abo offer tow
cost 5tudent hou5Ing
come check out our tow
5UmmerRlta.

MEADOW RIDGE

CoDe,417-4422

BOI ••

jW' ...........~'-.~

IS Su'rprlsh1gly
'~N'

AHordablel

Malibu Village

From $170 per person

Now Renting for
Summer and
Brand New

3&4
Bedroom
Townhouses

Fall 1988
Apartment.. HoWIe" MobUe Houses

529-4301

- Conveniently located
• Next to school
on Wall & Campus
- Extras include:
washer/Dryer
He~tPump

"EW TOW"HOUSE
flPfiRTME"TS

Dishwasher

309 W. College

CALL TODAY

509 S. Rawlings

_A
., I

457.3321

~

..

~
~

Youcan't

offord
notte.

519 S. Rawlings

-One block
from campus
-Washer / Dryer
-Microwave
-2 full bathroom
-Dishwasher

For mere Information ca1l5Z9·101Z
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• .(,-118

. 24C7Bbl28

SPfCTACULAlt • BED/IOOM NEAll
tM R.., C.nt.... One and ..........11
cathedral ceiling w,lII ce,llng
Ion. $.49·3973 or 457-11194
...·88 .
. . 2117Bbl26

be""'.

7.11B2E.Walnut.5Bdrm
FURH'SHED3 8DItM CARPETING. all
, penon ........ mare
gas. w-d hookups, qu'" orea Avo''AlIUlIII1""oc.l13Soo
I May. S405. 5.29-12/1. $.49·3930.
L-_....;.52:.9~._3_5.;.13;..._ _
2.f50Bb126

i ......"

......

Now Renting For Fall And Su. . .er
Office at

703 S. III., Ave., Carbondale

I Call: 529.1082

3OIN.Sprinpr
1.2.3,4
404 S. University (North)
404Y, S. Univenily

.w7W.CoIIege 1.2.3
4, 5
«19 W, College 2. 3, 4,
501 W. College I. 2. 3

404W.College I

3
.. I .. W. Sycamore (_t,

: : .:~~ter
4;0'1, E. H..ter
210Hospilal I. 2

~:::~Iege

_t)

POW P!!!!??!!

IHIIIIIID!99M

404 W. Walnut
504S.Ash 3

ONUIIII!OOM

~'Todayfor

COTTAGE FURN. 3 ROOMS. (I
bd""i. no pels. 1000 Glan' elly Rd.

t:::~':;!.·n~':;.~;~5:JIo<kS

504S.Ash ".5
502 S...... rldge 2
511 S......rIdge I, 3

~~·.~r:dge

5111

..

~ .~.lilGill (110111)

202N.Poplar 2,3
4CI6 5. 1:1'
I.
507W.Main 2
334W.Walnul I. 2
414 W. Sycamore (eaol)
(_t)

'1,

TWO alDIIOOM
111 &••• 1f'~• •

a

51 .. S. Beveridge
I. 2. 3
SIDN.Carica
602 N. Carica
503 N. Allyn
609N.Allyn
311W.Cherry
_
.el; ,EI.
408W.Ch_rryCt.
«I9W.CherryCt.
404W.College 3 ...
5OOW.Cotlege 1
.as E. F
.. II E. Fr.......n
507Y, S.Hay..
402E.Hester
.w2~ E. He.ler
..06~ E.H .. ter
408''''' E.H..ler
.. JOE.H....r
2011 Hospital 1
2JO Hospitol 3
6'" 5. Logan
507'1t W. Main (badt)
207 S. Mople
906 5. McDaniel

::,,,!.~k }(~)
703 5. IIlinoio 202. 203

~~~!=

"lOS. Ash
504 SAsh
503 N. Allyn
609N.Allyn
5115." idp 51
51 .. S. Beveridge
1,2,3
510N.Corico
.... . eI , EI.
408W. Cherry Ct.
«I9W.CherryCt.
.w2 W. College
404W.Callege 3
SOOW.College 2
301 Crestview Ln.
303 Crestview Ln.
305 Crestview Ln.
"I1E.~

503W.College 1.2.3

686-W:-Eheroy

501 W.Oak

609N.AlIl'n
503 N. Allyn
58115." Wp
514S.Beveridge 2
::: ~:~
.w2W.College
5OIIW.CoIIege 2
emw. College
301 C...tviewLn.
303 Crestview Ln.
305 Crestview Ln.
5135, Hayes
.w2S.H..ter
..06 S. _ ....
208 Hospital Dr. 2
610S. Logan
61"S.Logan
"13W.Monroe
~~tr- 1(_).

SI3S.Hayes
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picnICS
for "Smoldn lobs"
Canoou/om and Catenlll/. 542-3395.

Summer and Fall Semesters
- Advertising Sales Representatives
Journalism majors preferred, wiU
consider other majors. Automobile
helpful, will reimburse mileage.

HALL

Now accepting applications
for Summer & Fall
-Free Cable TV in every room
-1 Block from Campus
-Sophomore approved
-Friendly. Courteous Service
Forest Hall
820 W. Freeman
457-5631
"Duplex" Mobilehome Apts.
Two miles eg;j;.' 01 U-MoJl; 200 yards wes' of "'Ice Honda'
CGUnlrr selling. Cleon; Furnished; Cable TVavailable

Summer Semester

:a':;"~t ~~:rbf.'c,arr!c:,,~D~:'~~

$100 secu"'ydepos,'; Ren, SI35 per month: gas. wafer
frQ)" picK·up;s free during the summer, no pets

Applications Now Available

Fall Semester

Rm. 1259, Communications Bldg .. Front Counter

S lOD deposit: Rent $135 per month neat cookIng worer
trash only S.. 5 per month. 9 mon,h conlroct. no pets

Application Deadline: TODAY,4pm

Ottesen Rental & Real Estate Services
549·6612 days; 549·3002 evenings
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You say you've
tried everything
ana nothing
seems to work!
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-Classified Advertising Sales Representatives
Journalism majors preferred, will
consider other majors. Four hour
work block helpful.

FOREST

~3a:=

900·500. Thanks.
4-13·118 .............. 2443FI33
lOVING COUPlE INTERESTED 'n
odopHIII/ Inlonl. If ,..,., know '"
onyone who II COftIlclerllljJ placing a
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IEPAIlPfRSOH NEEDED. EI«tron/c
and _nlcal tro/n'lII/ _ulred.
Must hove CWS fundIng. Apply or
Dllabled Student s..-vl..l. Woody

for

- Advertising Graphic Artist
Afternoon work block necessary. Knowledge
of deadlines, iy!:''J9taphy, color separation
& screens helJ:ful. STC commercial
graphics majors preferred, will
consider other related majors.
• Advertisilll Dispatch Clerk
Journalism majors preferred, will
consider other majors. Afternoon
work block, 12noon-4:00 pm.
MIdt have reliable, insured auto, will reimburse
mileage. Good driving recoTd a must.
Deliver daily proofs to advertisers.
• Advertising Office Auistant(s)
Journalism major preferred, will
consider other majors. Four hour
work block necessary. AnsweT
phone, schedule advertising, and work
with walk-in customers:

Susan Gtomm... coii«r '''·259·

IIte....dl....

,"Umfl.

.te.

'I

For I

qualIty ..ork. ""II U9·2722.
.·5-86. . .
I 771E12o
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~ For more information
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215W.MAIN

Deadline at 2pm,
two days prior
to publication.
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contact Rick at
the Daily Egyptian
Rrn. l259 Comm.
Building or call
536-331101.217.
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One-act plays blend humor
with underlying messages
By Richard Nunez
. Entertainment Editor

Three unique and hilarious
comedies are featured in IfAn
Evening of One Act Plays...
The plays, written by
graduate students in the
t~eater
departmen~,
are
chosen a!l.llually by a COIlimittee in the department fM
pre.wntation to the public.
'I'his year's plays blend

Theater R~riew'

sitive spot, he becomes
excited, and when everyone
returns to the room, be has
to face the wall and pretend
be is interested in Barbara's souvenirs.
Through a series of
hilarious events, the five of
them gradually learn more
about each other than they
cared to know. Good performances also were
delivered by Buddy White
as Chick, husband of Irene,
and Alban Dennis as Elston
Winger, the surprise guest
of the gathering.

humor with underlying,
&erious messages.
"Souvenirs .. the first play,
THE HIGHLIGHT of the
written by Patricia Sweet, is
Hhout a group of friends who three acts is Grant R.
are brought together one night Walker's "Way Down South
by Barbara, who claims she in Nicaragua," a timely
has an &nnouncement to make spoof on America's involvement in the Central
to them.
None of them ifl sure what American country.
the announcement will be and
Fletcher, played by
while the five friends wait for Lawrence DeVries, and
Barbara to arrive, the Hank, played by Kevin
audience slowly learns the Jacobsen, are two U.S.
shallow nature of each of the soldiers in Nicaragua who

characters.

have left camp on foot to
search for drugs growing
wild in the jungle.
Hank, a big, docile and
dumb man, shows Fletcher
how to spot and avoid land
mines. Hank then shows
Fletcher how a land mine is
dt'tonated by stepping on
one. Luckily he realizes his
upon it.
Irene, played by Heather mistake before he steps off
Currie, is the closest threat it again.
to Clarice's childish atWHAT FOLLOWS is a
tachment to Barbara and
she misses no opportunity series of hilarious attempts
to
save Hank from bemg
to provoke Clarice into ugly
bJown up by the land mine.
rages.
After much bickering,
Harold, played b)'Kenny
Cook, delivers a hilarious Fletcher decides to return
performance as the slick, to camp and bring back
self-involved husband of Smiley, a college-educated
Joat;ll played by Sam soldier who both Hank and
Fletcher believe would
Hunuey.
know how to deactivate the
HAROLD IS involved in mine. But before Fletcher
an affair with Irene and, leaves, be gives Hank a
when they are left alone in hand grenade to blow
the room together, they himself up in case any
cling to each other in a communists should show up
heated embrace. Irene and try to take Hank
touches HaroJd in a sen- prisoner.
CLARICE, PLAYED by
Carolyn Wilson, is Barbara's closest friend and
attaches herself to Barbara
to establish her own
identity, jealously guarding
their friendship from
anyone who might intrude

Notes recovered
after anonymous tip
AUSTIN, Texas (UPI> - An
"invaluable treasure" of
Albert Einstein's hand-written
notes, stolen last week from a
display case at the University
of Texas, has been recovered,
officials said Wednesday.
Travis County District Attorney Ronald Earle said the
single sheet of notes was
recovered Tuesday evening
from a duplex in West Austin
after officials obtained a
search warrant based on an
anonymous tip. The document
was slightly damaged.
"This is an invaluable
treasure that behngs to the
entire species of humanity and
we are delighted to report to

said thefts from museums and
libraries have become a
worldwide problem and that
recoveries are rare.
"This is a tremendous
surprise and a day of great
jubilation for myself and my
colleagues," he said.
The stolen document is a
single page of hand-written
mathmatical notes made by
the Einstein - the physicist
most famous for his theories of
relativity - between 1950 and
his death in 1955. The page
appeared to be slightly
damaged, with a small piece of
paper torn from the margin
and a small water stain,
Chalmers said.

news conference.
Earle said a suspect in the
theft has been identified and
that further action was ex·
peeted in the case "before the
day is ouL"
John Chalmers, librarian at
the Harry Ransom Humanities
Research Center, where the
Einstein notes were on display,

us it's a piece of our heritage
and it is not to be replaced, and
in that sense it has no price."
he said.
Chalmers said the document
could have sold for a few
thousand dollars or that the
thief could have been an
Einstein enthusiast with
personal motives.
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Roast Beef
Sandwich
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Times & Tickets

(lImit 4)

lIItax

Daln:
"An Evenlng 01 Original One·
Act Plays" will be presented
7:30 p.m. today thrOugh
SalUrday llIld 2 p.m. Sundav at
lite Laboratory n-ter in the
Communlcations.8uiOd'ng.

Not vaUd with any other offer.
Sales IIIx charged. OHer good "I
parllclpaUng Rax only.

&pires 4-10-88

Tickets:

~~~!..~

A,,,;table at lhe Mcleod
Th<3ater bo~ offIce from 6 10 8
p.m.· weel<d.!ys in the I.~om
munlCelions 8U1ld.ng

i'
i'

:

"THE RED Threat," by
Buddy White, is the last of
the three acts.
A tongue-in-cheek view of
prejudice, "The Red
Threat" is about a youn,!,
college student's parer.ts
and their reactions when be
brings bome his fiancee to
meet them. The parents
find that the young woman
has an unusual physical
trait-red hair.
The mother and father,
played by Gina Marie
Fristoe and John Molinari,
try everything to prevent
SOD

If.
If.

!tIt

It
It

Clinics: Apri15,6&7
6-9pm SIU Arena
Tryouts ApriJ9, 8:00ain Arena
Note: You must attend
2 clinics prior to tryouts
(Thurs. Clinic Mandatory)

,.~,.
,.,.:

For more info_ call Kelly Paris at 536-3393
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redhead.
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SpeedraBs
Watermelo_
Music By Special Beat Service

PERHAPS THE most
hilarious scene of the whole
production is when, out of
desperation! the parents
dress up m bed sbeets,
climb on top of one
another's shoulders and try
to scare the young woman
away. When toe son
removes the sheets, it is the
father who is on the
shoulders of the mother.
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UNFAIR JOB
ADVANTAGE:
A IINIO'S
RESUME

Sexologist
will host
frat contest
AMHERST, Mass.
<uP!) A popular
sexolor,ist who handed
out condoms to college
students on their spring
break in Florida last
week has agreeti Wednesday to host a bikini
contest sponsored by a
University
of
Massachusetts fraternity_
.
The event was nearly
cancelled Tuesday when
the town's police chief
bowed out of plans to
serve as master of
ceremonies in response
to a petition by students
opposed to police affilation with the contest.
But Roger Libby, a
former UMass sex
education
professor,
offered to host the contest
because he saw nothing
wrong with an event that
draws on sex appeal.

,.,.
,.,.

Saluki Shaker
Tryouts

Kevin Jacobsen does a
fiDe jOb of portraying Hank
as - a- dumb, but e.~tremely
sympathetic young man.
Fine performances also
were aelivered by Robert
D. Kemnitz as Smiley and
Tracey Brouillette as
Carlotta, a Sandinistan
soldier.

their

_______ ...J

You 'n stand apart from the crowd with a sharp-looking
profeSSional resume from Kinko's. Choose from a variety
of paper stocks and let our friendly staff assist you in
creating an attention-getting statement about yourself.
I

I

I
I
I
I

I

kinko·s
Creat copies. Creat people.
8

I
10% off Resume Package
I
with this coupon
I
I
I
I
_
IL __________________________
On The Island - Across from Campus

54'·0788

Arts and Entertainment
SPECIAL EVENTS:
Hank Williams, Jr., 8 tonight
at the sm Arena. Tickets are
$15 and $13.
MUSIC:
Fred's Dance Barn, R.R. 6.
Cambria Road - Old '37, at
8:30 p.m. Saturday.
Gatsby's, Campus Shopping
Cent~r - Lucky Mary Blonde
and Primary, 9:30 p.m.
Thursday. Sgt. Carter, at 9:30
p.m. Friday and Saturday.
Stone Face, at 9:30 p.m.
Sunday.
Hangar 9,511 S. Illinois A.ve.
- Modern Day Saints. 9:30
p.m. Thursday. Government
Cbeese and Toxic Shock. 9:30
p.m. Friday and Saturdr£y.
Hideaway Lounge -- Da
Blooze, 9:30p.m. Saturday.
Holiday Inn, 800 E Main-.
Crnsin', 9 p.m: Friday and
Saturday.
Pincb Penny Pub, 700 E.
Grand Ave. - Mercy, at 9:30
p.m. Saturday.
PK's, 308 S. Illinois Ave. Doug McDaniel. at 9:30 p.m.
Friday.
Prime Time Restaurant and
Lounge, Route 13 East - Four
on the Floor, at 9 p.m. Friday
and Saturday.
Tres Hombres, 119 N.
Washington - New South
Wales, at9:3Op.m. Thursday.
MOVIES:
Beetlejuice - (University
Place 8, PG) Michael Keaton
stars liS the ghost Beetlejuice
helping out two other ghosts
who died in an automobile
accident.
Bilo:w:i Blues (Fox
Eastgate, PG-13) Matthew
Broderick stars as a yoong
man going through boot camp
in this sequel to "Brighton
Beach Memoirs," an award
winning
autobiographical
novel by Neil Simon.
Bright Lights, Isig City (University Place 8, R)
Michael J. Fox stars as a
young writer who explores the
bars and nightlife of New York
City.

D.O.A. (Varsity, R)
Dennis Quaid stars in this
remake of the 1940s movie of
the same name about a man
who is poisoned and has 24
bours to find his murderer
before he dies.
The Fox and tbe Hound (University Place 8, G) The
Walt Disney animated classic
returns to the theaters for a
,. F~a~tic (Saluki, R)
Directed by Roman Polanski,
this thriller stars Harrison
Ford as a man in a frantic
search ffJr his missing wife.
Good Morning Vietnam (Varsity, R) Robin Williams,
nominated for an Academy
Award, steals the show in this
comedy-drama based on the
true story of military disc
jockey Adrian Cronauer.
Hope and Glory - (Saluki,
PG-13) John Boorman,
("Deliverance"). directed this
autobiographical movie about
his childhood in England
during World War II.

Staff Writer

SIU-C's American Bar
Association moot court team
will compete in the national
finals for the fourth year in a
row.
The team advanced to the
national competition after
winning first place in the

~t~i~l~~. ~~':tat~

competition will be held in
August in Canada.
Kimberly King and Duncan
Smith, both second-year law
students, make up the team.
"A time commitment is
made before you get involved
in the team " Smith said "It is
a tw')-hour 'class, but the time
doesn't equal tbe credit
bours."
Howard Eisenberg, the
team's adviser, said moot

The Seventb Sign
(University Place 8, R) Demi
Moore and Michael Biehn star
in this apocalyptic thriller
about a young attorney, his
pregnant wife and their
mysterious bord:..r.

Policy Academy 5 - (Fox
Eastgate, PG) This is the fifth
sequel in the successful
"Police Academy" series
which finds the cadets
assigned for duty in Miami.

Johnny Be Good - (Varsity,
PG-13) Anthony Michael Hall
is a high school football star
from a small town and is
pursued by persistent college
recruiters who shower him
with bribes and gifts.
The Last Emperor (University Place 8, PG-13)
Nominated fOI' nine Academy
Awards, this movie tells the
true story of China's last
emperor Pu Yi, who was
placed on the throne when he
was three years old.
Masquerade - (University
Place 8, R) Rob Lowe and Meg
Tilly star as a bustler and an
heiress who become involved
in murder and attempt to
cover it up.
Mooastruck - (University
Place 8, R) Cher, nominated
for an Academy Award, stars
in this romantic comedy as a
widow who discovers love
again with Nicolas Cage.
Moving (Saluki, R)
Richard Pryor stars as a

court is a make-believe
argument before the U.S.
Supreme Court.
"It gives the students the
opportunity to think on their
feet anc respond to the judge's
questions in a lifelike
situation," he said.
Under Eisenberg's direction, the team has won the
regional competition for the
last three years and the
national championships in 1985
and 1986.
The regional competiti(':1
centered on court jurisdiction
and conflict of law.
"We don't necessarily agree
upon the best legal approach,
but we have to go in prepared
to address both sides of the
issue," Smith said.
Indiana University finished
second at the regional meet
and also qualified for the
nationals.

A New Life (Fox
East~ate, PG-13) Alan AIda
and Anne Margaret star in this
romantic comedy as a couple
who seperate and begin f: new
life of independence.

IS YOUR THESIS
IN THE FREEZER?

Off Limits - (University
Place 8, R) Willem Dafoe and
Gregory Hines are military
detectives looking for a killer
of Vietnamese prostitutes in
Saigon amidst the chaos of the
Vietnam War.
Satisfaction - (Liberty, PG13) Justine Bateman of
"Family Ties" stars as the
lead singer for an all-female
rock 'n' roll group.

~line

was. By Ihe timc I had l\Tillen N() [l::~l"S. IlIa.,
nll1l"lflced that m~ house I\ould burn dOlln II.t·pI 1111
nole cards on ICC. 100

j

In \\a. therc lIas a po\\cr failure -\ half-)!allon of \lInl
Chip Ice cream mfiltratej m~ stud) of mduslnal
espionage

Ironweed (Saluki, R)
Nominated for Academy
Awards for their performances, Jack Nicholson
and Meryl Streep star in this
drama set during the Great
Depression.

Moot court advances
to national contention
By Phyllis Coon

traffic engineer who encounters many problems as he
attempts to move from New
Jersey to Boise, Idaho.
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: ereat copies. ereat people.

White With Rose
High Impact M,dCut

reg.'55

$34 99

ON ntE ISI.»I) - 54~88

I

I
I

\\oes'ltSWf ! Get 25% off entire cost I
Ion 4 or more copies of thesi~

for the serious athlete

Hours:9·7Mon.·Sot.l·SSundoy
Across From Old Troin
1065. III. 529-3097 earbonclol.

De...,'

L _________~~~2·~~___________1

Rock "'n"; Roll Animals From

BIG
PIG

)aJ
RECORDS

Seven Vocalists
Five Percussionists
No Guitars
No Stopping Them

BONK

Includes: "Breakaway'"
"Hungry Town."
"Boy Wonder"

SP6-5185

G~obe Of Frogs
The #1 album at
College radio from
Robyn Hitchcock and The Egyptians
SP 5182

Available at:

Plaza Records
825 S. IIlinios Ave,
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Nine-year-old boy trying to fly across country
SANTA ANA, Calif. (uPl> A 9-year-old boy who needs a
t ..<Ji!ter seat to see wt of his
father's plane took off Wednesday on a scheduled lo-day
a ttempt to become the
youngest pilot to fly across the
United States and back.
Tony Aliengena grabbed a
map and checklist from his
father and, after hu~ing his
parents on the tarmac at John
Wayne Airport, climbed into
the twin-engine Cessna Centurion 210 with his flight instructor and an observer from
the National Aeronautics
,usodation.
"1'11 get tired. I know that.
But I don't think I'll get
borerl," Alien~ena. who has a
brown crewcut and wears
braces on his teeth, told
reporters IJefore taking off
'¥ith a pocket full of candy and
his dad's watch dangling from
his wrist.
"He's awesome," Rivers
Morrell, one of a boot 20
classmates who showed up for
Aliengena's send-off, said. "He
doesn't brag "bout himself. I
don't think I could do it."

Aliengena plans to fly eight
of the days, mostly on
automatic pilot and averaging
fow- to seven hours a day. He
will spend Easter with his
family and also will spend a
day tOl.nng Washington, D.C.
During his trip from John
Wayne Airport to Hanseon

~~rt:eB~Ord~Ma~, a:c~

The boy, who uses a
booster seat designed
to allow him to reach
the foot pedals and
see out the front
window of the plane,
spent recent
wee~ends with his
father taking trips to
as far as San Franc;'f3co to practice long
distance· flying.

companied by ~ht ir.stntCtor
Ed Femett and Dan Taylor.
the NAA observer.
Taylor will have to verify
that the third-grader at St.
Margaret's School in San Juan
Capistrano flies the plane on
his own. Fernett will take the
controls only if the boy has
trouble.
If Femett does help, Alienga
will have tc; return to the last Fla., and then to Burbank,
point of departure and refly Calif.
that leg of the trip to qualify
Marshall said he had been
for the record.
inspired by ll-year-old John
The boy's desire to break the Kevin Hill of Texas, who seven
record was ignited Aug. 13 weeks before flew from Los
when 1o-year-old Christopher Angeles to Washington, D.C.
Lee Marshall of Oceano, Calif.,
On March 13, Aliengena set
set it.
Marshall flew from his the world record as the
hometown to Fort L,*uderdale, youngest pilot to fly solo when

Simulated shuttle mission,
puts flight control crew to test
SPACE CENTER, Houston
(UP!) - Overcoming a steady
stream of problems, the crew
of the first post-Challenger
shuttle mission successfully
wound up an intense 32-hour
flight simulation Wednesday
marking a key practice session
for the real thing.
The 32-hour exercise began
Tuesday at 9:09 a.m. with a
mock shuttle blastoff and as
w;.th aU such computercontrolled "sims," the crew
and the NASA mght control
team were bombarded with a
steady stream of problems,
malfunctions and glitches to
sharpen their skills.
"All they've teen doing for
the past few hours is doing
trouble-shooting and in-flight
maintenance to repair various
malfunctions," a NASA
spokesman said of the crew as
the simulation proceeded into
its final hours Wednesday.
At 5 p.m. the exercise ended.
The astronauts and the flight
control team planned to
discuss the results of the
simulation today.
Among the simulated
malfunctions the crew had to
cope with were a main engine
failu:.'! r\uring launch that

triggered an "abort to orbit,"
an on-board computer failure
and a series of problems involving a satellite scheduled
for launching from the makebelieve shuttle'S payload bay.
But early Wednesday, the
all-veteran crew - commander Frederick Hauck, copilot Richard Covey, David
Hiimers, George "Pinky"
Nelson and Mike Lounge overcame the problems with
the satellite ana successfully
deployed the relay sta tion.
"This is pretty typical," a
NASA spokesman said. "The
simulation people try to pick
out the areas they think the
flight control team needs the
most work on, and that's
where they throw in the
problems."
The exercise was the first
long-duration simulation for
the next flight conducted so far
this year and the second, since
Hauck and company were
named to the mission in
January 1987. Another longduration simulation is
scheduled before Discovery
blasts-off in August.
The precise date for the
flight is Aug. 4, but it is
doubtful NASA can meet that

he flew his father's ultralight
plane - which is not regulated
by tile Federal Aviation Administration around
Oceanside Municipal Airport.
Tony's father, Gary, let him
fly for the first timE' at age 7,
but it wasn't untii last
November that Tony started
formal training that included

more than 30 hours of instruction.
The boy, who uses a booster
seat designed to allow him t.l
reach the foot pedals and see
out the front window of the
plane, spent recent weekends
with his father taking trips to
as far a~ San Frllnc'3co to
practic:e long distance flying.

Why seHle for
the ordinary in
today's job market?
You can become a P~ician Assistant and fill a valuable position
on the health care team.
Physician Assistants (P.A.s) are specially trained to perform many
procedures that are also handle~ by physiCians. Employment and
earning potentials for P.A. graduates are excellent.
Our 24-moDtb program offers a year of classroom instruction followed by a year of clinical training. Graduates receive a bachelor's
degree and a P.A. certificate.
Your career can make a difference. For more information about
the Physician Assistant Program, call or write:

I~"I
Ool.....I...f O....palhic lI..ud••
•
and Health Sciences
,

3200 Grand Avenue. O!S Moines, Iowa 50312
(515) 271-1650

target because of a heavy
backlog of work to be accomplished at the Kennedy
Space Center. Even so, many
engineers believe Discovery
can be launched sometime in
August if no major problems
develop.
Crew training at the Johnson
Space Center continues to
accelerate. Meanwhilt.. the
simulation involving Hauck
and his crew was considered a
key milestone on the rood to
reswniJJg shuttle flights.
The astronauts worked
through the exercise inside a
bighly realistic shuttle cockpit
that mimics the performance
of the real thing. The cockpit's
instruments and displays, for
example, are operated by
computers to give the same
readings the astronauts would
see duriDg a real launch.
In addition, high-resolutioo
television screens provide
computer-generated Views of
what the crew would see out
the shuttle's windows duriDg a
real flight.
The flight was handled by
the mission control team a few
hundred yards away in the
same room used for real
shuttle missions.

House OKs bill on rehiring ~C.cQ~-"_"lIIis",,--"""JliiJ.b"-.L~'1'
of air traffic controllers
v
FREDDA BRILLIANT v.
WASHINGTON <uP!) The House approved a bill
Wednesday that would force
the Reagan administration to
rehire at least 1,000 air traffic
controllers fired nearly seven
years ago.
The bill, introduced by Rep.
Guy Molinari, R-N.Y., was
adopted 234 to 180 and now it
goes to the Senate.
The legislation, which
proponents say would make
the skies safer, would mandate
the hiring of the controllers
during a two-year period. The
administration vehemently
opposes the bill.
President Reagan fired
11,400 controllers in 1981
following an illegal strike
against the government.
The Federal Aviation Administration has tried to
rebuild the system since the
walkout, largely by hiring new

controllers. Critics charge
there still are not enough
experienced workers and the
level of aviation safety has
slipped.
The FAA currently has
about 15,520 controllers, according to the latest available
figures.
Molinari argued the
legislation, which if adopted by
the senate would face a virtually certain presidenti:!
veto, is "strictly a measure to
increase safety."
"The fact that we are facing
an air safety crisis today is
obvious, " Molinari said.
Molinari said later he is
hopeful the Senate also would
approve the measure.
"This sends a clear message
to the admini'itration that the
controUerp work force must be
strengthened and aviation
safety improved," Molinari
said.
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Tyson, Spinks to cash in
on June heavyweight bout
NEW YORK (UPI) After months of politics,
courtroom
ba tUes,
negotiations and bacK-room
dealing, the camps of undisputed
heavyweight
champion Mike Tyson and
cnallenger Michael Spinks
held their first news conference to promote the June
'El fight expected to be fr_
highest-grossing in history.
In anticipation of the bout
at Atlantic City, N.J., for
which Sp'inks is guaranteed
$13.5 mdlion and Tyson a
share of the gate up to $19
million, Tyson was succinctly confident and Spinks
typically coy.
"To my mind, 1 know I'm
the best fighter in the world
... there's nobody on this
planet who can beat me,"
Tyson said.
Tyson wore a loose-fitting
striped shirt with no tie while
Spinks wore a tuxedo to the
lavish press conference at
the Plaza Hotel, whicb
Donald Trump recently
acquired for $400 million.

liTo my mind, I
know I'm the best
figh ter in the world
... there's nobody on
this planet who can
beat me."
-Mike Tyson
Trump landed the TysonSpinks bout for his Atlantic
City botel, outbidding Las
Vegas properties.
"I've already had my
victory," Trump said.
On the subject of wbo will
win the June 'El bout, neither
fighter had as much to say as
his promotor.
Don King, Tyson's
promoter, said "I have the
privilege of predicting Mike
Tyson's gonna knock out
Michael Spinks." Butcb
Lewis, Spinks' manager,
answered, "We serious - as

a heart attack. Arividerci,
y'all."
When the fighters spoke,
Tvson was short and sure;
Spinks was shy and showy.
"The highlight of my
career was knocking out
Larry Holmes," said Tyson,
34-0 witb 30 knockouts.
"After knocking out Larry
Holmes in 1988, knocking out
Michael Spinks will be the
highlight of this r,ear. See
you all at thefigbt. '
Spinks thanked all who
made the fight possible.
"1 haven't been here in a
while," Spinks said pointedly. "The two of us are
undefeated, it's a clash of the
champions, this is the one
that must happen. 1 must
thank the public - all the
people who supported our
fight, our cause. I thank
everybody that stuck behind
me and still recognize me as
the beavyweight ,.champion
of the world.
"Don't expect too mucb,
but I'll be there."

Faculty-staff golf outing
to be May 6 at Crab Orchard
rhe second annual FacultyStaff Golf Outing will be May 6
at the Crab Orchard Golf
Course.
The outing will inch.:de a
cookout lunch and an IS-hole
golf scramble. Lunch will
begin at noon and tee-off time
will bel p.m.
Prizes will be awarded in the
categories of close to the pin,
longest drive, handicap score
and scratch score. In addition
a car will be awarded to th~
first golfer to score a hole-in-

one on the 10th hole.
The outing is open to the first
36 three-person teams to
register. All golfers must be
SIU-C faculty or staff mem ..
bers.
A $20 enrty fee will include
greens fees, golf carts and
lunch. Golfers must furnish
their own clubs.
Registration closes April 22.
Applications are available at
the Recreation Center. For
details, caB Buddy Goldammer at 536-5531.

6pmto 9pm

Jim Beam

Busch Btls.

SOFTBALL, from Page 2 8 - "She mixed up her pitches
well. The defense backed ber
up."
The Salukis, now facing
freshman pitcber She lie
Wadsworth in the second
game, made an adjustment
offensively.
"We started to hit gappers in
the second," Brechtelsbauer
said. "That's what we failed to
do in the first game."
By the fourth inning the
Salukis 1lad touched Wadsworth for seven hits and four

runs.
Stacey Coan had an RBI
double in the second that
scored.-. Becky Rickenbaugh,
who reached on a base hit.

Kim Tummins scored on a
throwing error by catcher
Dina Doolen in the third.
Karen Major and Rickenbaugh singled and scored in
iourth. That was the last play
for Rickenbaugh in the game.
She left early to take an exam.
Southeast Missouri brought
Russell back to the mound with
two away in the fourth, but the
Salukis' run continued.
Because the game was
called before the sixth inning
was completed, it was
originally believed theSalukis'
runs in that inning did not
count.
However,
Brecbtelsbauer quoted Rule 5,
Section 3 of the official rule

book that states runs scored by
the bome team, in a game
called in mid-inning with at
least 41h-innings played,
counted if the home team was
winning.
Major, Angie LeMonnier and
Michele Davidovich all singled
in the sixth. Major and
LeMonnier scored on a fielding
error. With two outs Tummins
looped a doubie, her second of
the game, into shallow right
field toSCOl'8 CoaD. The game"
was called at that point'.The Salukis have a 12-6
record and play in the
University of Missouri Invitational Friday and Saturday in Columbia.

LOSE, from Page 2 8 - - - prompting Missouri's Fletcher
to be removed from the game.
Scott Black entered and
recorded his fourth save when
he struck out Joe Hall
swinll:ing.
Klsten went the distance,
allowing four earned runs on
eight hits and a walk. He had
five strikeouts.
In, game two, the Salukis
rapped out 10 hits but, as in
other losses this season, had
trouble knocking in runs. They
stranded 12 runners.

The Salukis took a 1-0 lead in
the second inning. With one
out, Shaun Lewis walked.
After Damico struck out,
Shields doubled home Lewis.
In the top of the third,
Verschoore kept '., hitting
streak alive at 21 games with a
ground ball single between the
first and second baseman.
Beginning in the bottom of
the third, Missouri scored two
runs in each of next three
innings against pitchers Rich

Campbell, Chad Metton and
Cliff Mcintosh to take a 6-1
lead.
The Salukis scored two in the
seventh and left three men on
base to end the game.
John Schnurbusch (4-0) was
the winning pitcher with Black
again earning the save, his
fifth. Campbell (2-1) got the
loss.
The Salukis' next game is
against Louisville at 3 p.m.
Friday at Abe Martin Field.

SIU-C to celebrate 75 years of athletics
By Steven Welsh
Staff Writer

The University is planning
celebrations for several major
events in its athletics history
during the 1988-89 school year,
including the 75th anniversary
of its intercollegiate athletics
program.
The school also will bonor
the 50th anniversary of the
dedication of McAndrew
Stadium, the 25th anniversary
of the Arena and the lOth
anniversary of the creation of
the Sports Hall of Fame during
the 2O-month period from May
1,1988, to Dec. 31, 1989.
A steering committee has
been appointed to plan the
celebration activities. Gary
Carney, assi~t::lf;t athl~llcs
director, is the chairman.
Members include Charlotte
West, interim athletics
director;
Pa:..i1
Bubb,

A 15-person committee also
development director; and
Fred Huff, men's sports in- has been selected to help plan
the celebrations. It includes
formation director.
The committee decided at a Joan Burgess, Bill Brown, Neil.
preliminary meeting on March Dillard, George lubelt, Bill
21 that the Hall of Fame O'Brien, Pat McNeil, Charles
celebration would be held Renfro, Clarence Stephens,
during the first home football John (Bud) Stotlar and Hargame, Sept. 17, against vey Welch of Carbondale,
Murray State. The McAndrew Gordon Lambert of Marion,
Stadium celebration is set for Virginia Marmaduke of
Pickneyville, Bill Norwood of
Oct. 22, during bomecoming.
Each team is expected to set Rolling Meadows, Barry Smith
aside one home event during of Du Quoin and Toni Smith of
its season to honor the an- St.Louis.
niversary. Former player!'
and alumni will be invited to Boosters to meet
take part in ceremomes.
"We hope to involve tht!
The Saluki Booster Club will
entire University and com· meet at noon today at (he
mttnity as well as eacn spenfic Carbondale Holiday Inn.
sport," Carney said. "W~'re
Guest speak~rs for th~
meeting with e.ith lfhiCh to luncheon will be womell'S golf
decide the spec:fic date and coach Diane Daugi,erly and
:ime each ,s,x'l't will hold its head ioul~Jall coaciot Rid
ceremony.
Rhoades.

127 N. Washington
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Becker overcomes anger, wins quarterfinals
DALLAS (uP!) - West German
Boris Becker overcame an early fit of
temper Tuesday night and downed
Andres Gomez of Ecuador in the
quarterfinals of the World Championship of Tennis, €-4, 3~, 6-2, 6-4.
Becker will return t.onight for a
semifinal match against Brad Gilbert,
who despite a sore ankle that almost
forced him to default, upset defending
Wimbledon champion Pat Cash of
Australia, 7~, H, 7~, 6-4.
Weonesday night's other quarterfinals will send Tim Mayotte against
Yannick Noah and Stefan Edberg
against Martin Jaite.
Twice in the second set, which he
lost, Becker had brief, but loud
arguments with umpire Richard Ings
of Australia about what he felt were
bad line calls.
Then, in the second game of the third
set, Gomez failed to win a point on his
own serve and Becker dominated most

Twice in the second set,
which he lost, Becker had
brief, but loud arguments
with umpire Richard Ings of
A ustralia about what he felt
were bad line calls.
of the rest of the match.
Even though Gomez broke Becker's
serve twice in the fourth set, Becker
broke Gomez three times.
Gilbert's ankle was in a cast for a
month late last year after he injured it
at the Masters, where he lost to Ivan
Lendl in the semifinals.
Cash, the defending Wimbledon
champion and a winner over Gilbert in
four of their five previous meetings,

gave Gilbert hope throughout the night
with a series 01 unforced errors and
then let his opponent off the hook in the
third set when he could not convert two
set points.
. Gilbert, who early in the match
looked toward a friend in the crowd and
mouthed the words, "I'm not going to
make it," won a match that lasted
three and a half hours.
Despite the fact Gilbert showed signs
of pain from the opening games of the
match, Cash could not capitalize and
lost 10 straight points on his own serve
during the middle of the first set.
Another rash of unforced errors by
Cash in the first-set tiebreaker gave
Gilbert a 7-3 decision.
There was only one service breal< in
the second set and Cash served for the
third set in the lOth game, only to lose
two set points. Gilbert won the
tiebreaker at the end of that set, 7-l.
The two players exchanged service

breaks early in the fourth set and
Gilbert then broke Cash in the ninth
game, ripping a cross-court forehand
for the game winner.
Serving for the match in the lOth
game, Gilbert recorded two aces and
then, after letting one match point slip
away, produced a serve that Cash
could not handle.
"Sure, it hurt. I wasn't enjoying it to
tell you the truth. It's the first time I've
played in a long time and! didn't know
what to expect. I sure didn't expect to
playas well as I did."
Gilbert won 70 percent of his first
serves.
"I thought he served extremely
well," Cash said. "In fact, I can't
remember when someone served that
well against me. It might be that he
thought he couldn't move around too
well so he decided to put all he could
into his serve. If that is what he wanted
to do, it certainly worked."

Sophomore golfer swings
into team's No. 1 position

$1.00
Donation
AT DOOR WILL GO TO:

-American Farms
School
.Juvenile Diabet.
foundation
-Galludet Calleg6
for the Deaf

By Steven Welsh
SlaffWriter

For the first time in two
years, the women's golf team
has someone other than Tina
Kozlowksi or Julie Shumaker
~laying in the No.1 spot in it's
lineup.
Sophomore Lisa Johnson
captured the top position after
finishing with a team-low 160
at the team's first spring
tournament, the Snowbird
Classic in Sebring, Fla., March
13-14. That score also placed
her third individually at the
tournament, behind Missouri's
Lisa Luigs and Barb Blanchar.
Johnson, who had been
playing in the No. 4 spot, will
play No. 1 in the team's next
tournament, the University of
Missouri's Tiger Invitational
April 9-10.

echlam Sheba Medical

Hospital
-Robbie Page Memorial
Fund.

No one was more suprised at
her strong showing in Sebring
than Johnson.
"I didn't expect to do as well
as I did. It was a real thrill,"
she said.

"It's going to seem strange
to play No. 1 because I'm so
used to playing No.4. I'm a
little nervous about it. But it
really doesn't matter what
spot I play in, as long as I help
the team and represent my
school well."

FOR MORE INFORMATION

CALL 536-4441
WELI.NESS CENTER
,.,." of Your slue Stud.,.t Heg/lh I'rogrcom

Johnson's score included a

I

77 on the second round, which

~~d~:rC£:"!~~O:t':J. at

the

"The team nicknamed me
'The Comeback Queen' ," she
said. "I have a habit of
shooting a 92 or 93 on the first
round and then coming back
and playing real well during
the second round. I feel like
there's no pressure then - I
can't do any worse.
"It was a weird feeling

during the second round - I've
just never played that well
before. Coach (Diane
Daugherty) walked with me on
the back nine because I was a
little nervoos, and wbeD I get
that way I tend to mess up and
shoot 8 double bogey or
something,- ......'lS0D said.
"But Diane talked with me
and kept me calm. I had one
bad hole, when I three-putted
the last green. I just tried to
f:,~:~ the score and do my
Playing in the No.1 spot will
actually be nothing ne·.\' 1o

DAY
atd ...... ." ...n"-

Sophomore LI.. JohnlOll will pie, In the No. 1 .pot during ....
Un........, oIMluourl'. TIpr.nvltatIonal. AprIl 1-10.
Johnson. SOO played there all
four years on her high school
team at Nicolet High School in
Glendale, Wis. She then·
received scholarship offers
from SIU-C and the University
of Wisconsin at MadisonbefOre
deciding on SIU-C.
"It was tough at first when I
was a freshman," sbe said.
"Diane was neW, I was new,
and it was a lot different than
high school, a lot more serious.
"But I fee! like I've matured
a lot in the last year. f had the
lowest GPA OD the team last
y~'ar, but last semf'Ster I had
lht· hi;;-hest. l've !:<"Iten ;"y

grades and my schoolwork
together, and DOW I'd like to
get my goU game togetber. I
just hope this tournament was
a fOl'eSDadowing of things to

come," sbesaid.
Johnson is a Hotel
Management-Nutrition major.
Her parents own a restaurant
in Glendale.
"1 might work with my
parents for a while after a
graduate, but I'd like to own a
r~taurant myself someday,"
she said. "That seems like a
big dream right now, but you
never know, I might win the

Mail your
1988-89 ACT/Family Financial
Statement
Before:
April 1 , 1988
For priority consideration
of
SIUC CampusBased Aid.
Paid for by the Office of
Student Work & Financial Assistance
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Predicting Final 4 champ
brings out devil in us all
By Keah Drum

no advantage at all. Arizona's Steve Kerr
will shoot the 3-pointer as well if not as often

United Press Intemational

KANSAS CITY - Trying to pick a
champion from thfo Final Four this weekend
makes one resort to four-letter words - like
Duke.
Duke vs. Kansas - The Jayhawks would
seem to have some advantages, such as
playing near home and the lingering incentive from tb.ree losses to Duke in the last
three seasO'lS. Those intangibles won't mean
much after the first few minutes, howe...er.
This is the Final Four, after all.
More important to Kansas is the presence
of Danny Manning, who is capable of tu..'"IIing
the game into a one-man show. Manning is
the toughest opponent of the season for
Duke's defense because of his bPlght and
skills. He's as good inside as North
carolina's J.R. Reid but far more dangerous
outside and as a passer.
Duke's best shot at slowing Manning will
be to pressure the other Jayhawks. Make
Manning work harder to get the ball and,
ideally, be'll get it at places where be is least
comfortable.

A key to Duke's offense will be the way
Kansas plays Billy King, the Blue Devil who
can't shoot straight Some teams have
ignored King and played more of a 5-on-4
defense. Actually that can help Duke,
because King is always free to take a pass or
be can just roaD' around in the lane, setting
~~~or Danny Ferry and Kevin
One reason Duke has won over Kansas the
last three meetings is the ability to get more
opportunities at the foul line.
Duke by 7.
Arizona vs. Oklahoma - This has the
making 01 one of those irresistible force
versus immovable object batUes as
OklaboIala's pressure defense takes on
Arizona's error-free offense.

H the Sooners can't force turnovers, then
their apparent advantage in the backcourt is

as Oklahoma's Ricky Grace.

The Sooners may have a little more size
and talent up front with Stacey King and
IWrvey Grant, both 6-foot-l0. But Wildcats'
Tom Tolbert and Anthony Cook aren't far
behind and they are less likely to have a poor
game because their scoring isn't as important to team success.
Arizona goet; 011 by 10.
Duke vs. Arizona - Whenever Arizona
players were asked the last month what kind
of team it would take to beat them, the
Wildcats answered "one like us." Pressed
for a specific team, the Wildcats always
mentioned Duke, a 9HI5 victim on Dec. 30 in

Tucson.

Kerr said Duke's Quin Snyder guard'.!d him
as well as anybody all season. Kerr hit only 1
of 5 shots against Duke.
Elliott, when told North carolina's Steve
Bucknall used an injury as an excuse for
Elliott's 24 points in last week's West
Regional final, replied: "That's the differ-.mce between Bucknall and Billy King.
King took it like a man."
Elliott scored 31 points against Duke and
its defensive ace.
What does all this mean?
It means Arizona's players haven't
forgotten a team they beat three months ago.
lt means the Wildcats consider Duke their
toughest opponent of the season. It means
they would go into a rematch with some
apprehension. It means Duke has a good
chance.
Duke lost the first meeting not so much
because of Elliott, but because the Blue
Devils fouled too much. Arizona attempted a
free throws, 20 more than Duke.
Tbe Blue Devils are better defeusively
DOW, even though Elliott wauld still aet 10. tf
Duke is fortunate enough to get this remateb,
it will win it.
Dake by 4.

High school star picks- MarylandHYATTSVILLE, Md. <UPI) Jerrod Mustaf, one of the
nation's most prized high
school basketball players,
announced Wednesday he
would attend Maryland.
providing the Terrapins a
premier big man for the
second consecutive season.
The 6-foot-10. 200-pound
Mustaf. who can play center or
either forward pOSition,
averaged 22 points, 15
rebounds and four blocked
shots this past season at
DeMatha High School, the
perennial
scholastic

powerhouse that produced
Adrian Dantley, Kenny carr
and Danny Ferry.
MUiitaf said he chose
Maryland over Georgia Tech
and Howard.
"1 have decided to become a
Terrapin and attend the
University of Maryland,"
Mustaf, flanked by his parents
and high school coach Morgan
Wootten. said during a news
conference in the DeMatha
library.
"It was a hard decision. It
came down to the wire,"
Mustaf added. "I made the

Registration open for biathlon
The 7tb annual Spripg
Biathlon will begin at 9 a.m.
April 16 at campus Beach.
The biathlon will consist of
three legs. The first leg will be
a 5K (3.l-mile) run, the second
leg will be a 30K U8.6-mile)
bicycle ride, and the third leg
will be another 5K run. The
accumulative time for all
three legs will determine the
winner.
Trophies or medals will be
awarded to the overall male
and female winners and the
first three imisbers in each of

14 age groups. Sponsors will

award $10 gift certificates to
the ilfSt male and female to
complete each leg.
Registration befo~ April 8 is
$7. Late or day-of-race
registration is $8. Bicycle
'Vater bottles will be given to
JJe first 100 entrants.
The biatblon is being
sponsored by the River to
River Runners, Bleyers Sports
Mart and Phoenix Cycles.
For details or applications,
call Keith McQuarrie at 5291415.

aD-mile river race set for April 9
The first River to River
Relay, an 8O-mile race across
Dlinois from the Mississippi
River to the Ohio River, will
begin at sunrise April 9.
Sixty teams of eight runners
will compete in the race, with
each team member running
three sections of 3.33 miles
each. The race begins at the
top of Pine Hills bluffs, passes
through the towns of Mountin
Glenn, Cobden, Goreville,

Tunnel Hill. M<.-LocmlCII. anti
Eddyville, and ends at the Ohio
River Recreation Area, a mile
nco!"thofGolconda.
The teams come from 10
states and canada, and inelude several from Southern
Illinois. One participant, from
West Lafayette, Ir>d., will run
the race solo.
Too run is being sponsored
by the River to River Runners
.. 'and the Southern Illinois
Tourism Council.

decision for four years And

beyond four years ...
Mustaf, who led DeMatha to
a 10-3 record this past season
and the Washington city title,
gives Maryland's Coach Bob
Wade another explosive inside
threat and compensates for the
loss of senior power forward
Derrick Lewis.
"Position-WI _. I want to
play small fUi ";ard. But you
never know. I can play power
forward, small forward, point
guard," Mustaf said.
"But I haven't talked to
Coach Wade about that.'·

Lifestyling run, walk to be Saturday
The loth Annual 10K
Lifestyling RoadlUn and Walk
America Benefit for the March
of Dimes will be at 9 a.m.
Saturday at the Student Health
Center.
Pledges from runners and
walkers will be accepted.
Awards will be given to runners. A merchandise drawing
" .. 11 ht> hp.ld fnr ... ,nno..., .,nn

~

walkers who pledge at least $25
in donations. Proceeds from
the race go to the March of
Dimes Steering Committee.
Race applications are
available at the Recreation
Center and the Student Health
Center. For details, call Ken
Carr at 453-3311 or Kelley
Karol at 536-5531.

#x7.~

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE
THAI CUISINE STEAKS SEAFOOD

i>EAFOOD jiUFFET

-Assorted Appetizers-Fresh Salad Bar-Seafood Salads-Calamari-Shrimp Eggrolls-Snow Crab legs-Hot & Cold Shrimp-Peel-Your Own Shrimp-Scallops
-Oysters-Frog Legs-Cod-CatfishCa~tonese Seafood Dishes-Thai Seafood Specialties·And more

$12.95

Per Person

$6.95

Under10

Fri. and Sat.
5:00p.m.·10:00p.m.
-By Reservation Or Walk-In-

206 S. Wall

(Corner of Wall & Walnut)
457-4510

3:-+-

easter sunday
BUFFET

Serving 11:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
"-' Cawed lO<Uf bur
'" li:lolkn r~ied J.i.ck£f1
"-' Clu:rhy & d~in9
.,' !Bc.f.eJ.r.am wilh
t:v

~.6-~

•• :,.i~iI

. . . , oUt'1'"

eJiawaiiAn f. . . .il >..... "-"
. '"'-' C<UVny ....6;""""potaf~
6- k u
"-' 'D~in9

"-' .£w#t';otatou

"-' Cout

....., g£dziJ =noh

"-'

c4'~ott£d , ..[rub.

:!:: .L::,,<ti>

Adults

Children,. & ......,

3000W.Main
Carbondale

•

Southern llIinois

University at Carbondale
Carbondale, Illinois 62901

Dear Members of the slue Family:
The slue family has a long tradition of being generous to those in need.
Mobilization of Volunteer Effort (MOVE) is coordinating the Red Cross
Blood Drive Monday. April 4. through Friday. April 8, 1988, in the Student
Center Ballrooms.
Slue has gained national recognition for its outstanding support of the
blood program and on November 6, 1986. received the American
Association of Blood Bank's Educational Facility Award.
Since 98% of us will need blood sometime during our lifetime. a gift of
blood may mean a gift of life to someone close to you. Giving blood is
simple and safe. We urge all members of the SlUe family to respond to
the urgent and increasing need. Appointments can he made by writing or
calling the Blood Drive Hotline 453-2633, or at the sign-up tables
throughout campus.
Please help maintain our community blood supply. Someone will be very
thankful you did.
Sincerely,

~~

Vice President for Student Affairs
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Sports

and th.... strlk. outs In a losing caus ••

She had no earned runs •••

Lisa Peterson pitched 8 Innings.

Softball team splits doubleheader
By Troy Taylor
StatfWrltSf"

The softball team continued

to swing the bats with
autnority, splitting a
doubleheader Wednesday with
Southeast Missouri at lAW
Field.
The second game was called
in the sixth inning because of
darkness, but not before the
Salukis pounded out 11 hits for
a '! {l rout of Southeast
Missouri. Saluki freshman

hander Traci Furlow
gave up only one base hit fmber second victory of the

right

season.
AJthough the Salukis belted
two doubles in the fll"St game,
Southeast Missouri rallied
with two runs in the eighth
inning for a 3-1 victory.
Soutbeast
Missouri
respected SIU-C's power at the
plate. Otahkians' coach Lana
Flynn instructed ber outfielders to play deep. The

manueveJ" held the SaJukis to double.
"We bad opportunities, but
three bits in the fU"St game.
"They played us with their didn't get anymore hits when
needed
tbem,"
backs at the fence," SIU-C we
coach Kay Brecbtelsbauer Brechteisbauer said.
Once Southeast Missouri tied
said. "That took the extra base
hits away from us. We were the score in the second on a
hitting the ball. But hits that lead-off triple by Julie Hume
would" have been doubles on and an RBI single by Lisa
Saturday were just fly outs Foster, the pitchers dueled for
six innings.
today"
Mary Jo Firnbach put the
Losing pitcher Lisa Peterson
Salukis ahead 1~ in the first by didn't relinquisb an earned
scoring after reaching on a run, but she did give up four

bUs in the eighth. Southeast
Missouri's Lisa Thornton and
Chris Wood each singled and
scored for the g<Hlhead runs
Southeast Missouri pitcher
3eth Russell then put SIU-C
down in order in the bottom of
the eighth for the victory.
Russell had two strike outs and
an intentional walk.
"She pitched a fantas~ic
game," Flynn said of Russ'!ll.
See SOFTBALL, Plge 25

Rhoades names 4 staffers; Men lose 2 to Mizzou;
Verschooregets to 21
practice to begin April 7
By DaweMiller

SlaffWriter

Head football coach Rick
Rhoades named four
members of his six-man
coaching staff Wednesday
and at the same time set the
start of spring drills for April
7.

Selected just last week
from a group of 70 applicants, Rhoades has
moved quickly filling the
staff assignment.
A fifth staff member is
expected to be announced
later this week and the sixth
within the next few weeks.
"We still have one or two
minor details to work out,
but this staff is custom made
for tbe plan we have
designed for SIU," Rhoades
said.
.. All of our new people
have proven trar.k records,
are good teachers, good
recruiters, and even more
importantly, care about
young people," he added.
"Getting organized is a little
hectic right now, but we'll
have m<J8t of the essentials
covered by this time next

Rick Rhoad.s

week and take off from
there."
The senior member of tht;
staff is Jim Tompkins, who
for the past three seasons
has been d4>fensive coordinator and line conch at the
University of SouthE'rn
MissisSippi. Tompkin,s, 47,
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will handle the same
responsibilities here.
Greg McMahon, 28, will be
in cbarge of Saluki
receivers, an assignment he
has had at the University of
North Alabama for the past
threE season.
A-:companying Rhoades
from his Troy State staff will
be
27-year-old
Jeff
McInerney. In charge of
lineb2ckers at Troy State for
tbe past five years,
McInerney will retain the
same area of responsibility
atSIU-C.
Rod Sherrill, defensive
line coach at SIU-C for the
past seven years, will
continue in that capacity on
Rhoades' staff.
Also being retained from
SIU's previous staff,
although in a new position,
will be Jim Beii~voglio.
"We have an agreement
with Jim to help us as a
special assistant and I
believe he'll lend a great
deal of knowledge to our inoffice operations," Rhoades
said.

With two outs in th&

Three streaks continued
seventh inning of the
Wednesday in Colombia, Mo.
Missouri won its 12th- first game, Chuck
straight game, the Salukis lost
their fourth-straight game and Verschoore extended
Chuck Verschoore hit safely in his hitting streak to 20
his 21st-straight game.
Missouri
swept
a games with a line
doubleheader from the
drive single up the
Salukis,4-2 and 6-3.
The Salukis dropped to 12-8. middle. In the third
Missouri improved to 21·5.
In the first game, Missouri inning of second
jumped out to a quick lead, game, he had a
scoring two in the first and one
in the second off losing pitcher ground ball single
Dale Kisten (3-3>'
between first and
Winning Missouri pitcher
Chuck Fietcher (3-0) !".:!ld the second, stretching his
Salukis scoreless for five innings. In the top of the sixth streak to 21.
inning, Cliff McIntosh "roke
the Saluki scoring dr'lUght
when he doubled home Rick Brad Hollenkamp flied out to
Damico. Missouri answered center.
with a run of its own against
With two outs, Verschoore
Kisten in the bottom of the extended his hitting streak to
inning.
20 games with a line drive
The Salukis rallied to bring single up the middle.
the winning run up to the pia te
Next, Damico drove ,n
in the top of the seventh. Rick scored Gaebe with a single,
Gaebe led off with a base hit.
After Doug Shields struck out, s.. LOSE, Pa"e 25

